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Document Scope
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a multi-faceted reality: we find it in domotics, industrial control
systems, healthcare, cars and many other contexts. However, all these areas share some features, often
including components and network access methods. Precisely these common characteristics also
define some specific security features. The aim of this Document is to address the specific features
common to IoT, and to provide insight into the security requirements of IoT, mapping critical assets
and relevant threats, assessing possible attacks and identifying potential good practices and security
measures to apply in order to protect IoT systems, with special emphasis in the context of Critical
Infrastructures (CI), beyond “grids” to more conventional “vital systems”, (Servizi Essenziali1). The
Report also provides a series of recommendations to shape future efforts and initiatives in the
direction of a holistic approach to secure the Internet of Things.

To whom it is addressed
The Document is aimed at those Security Managers and/or Privacy Managers responsible for the
security and privacy compliance following the adoption of IoT systems in the Infrastructure of which
the Company is responsible for, whether in the context of innovation projects or more simply in the
evolution of existing services and processes.

Key questions addressed by the Document
What are the peculiarities of IoT security?
What are the main components composing an IoT?
What are the main vulnerabilities?
What strategies can a Company adopt to mitigate them?
What are the main privacy issues?
How is the problem being tackled at Standards level?
This Report builds on the expertise and insight gained by previous works of AIIC, covering different
aspects of Critical Infrastructures, namely:
Guidelines for Critical Infrastructures Resilience Evaluation
https://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2017/03/RESILIENCE_Guidelines_AIIC.pdf
Guidelines for Community Resilience Evaluation
https://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2017/03/COMMUNITY_Resilience_AIIC.pdf
Good Practices and Recommendations on the use of Big Data Analytics for Critical Infrastructure
Resilience
https://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/new/media-files/2018/04/AIIC_BigDataCIPR_FINALE.pdf
A set of Good Practices and Recommendations for Smart City Resilience Engineering and Evaluation
https://www.infrastrutturecritiche.it/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/SmartCity-convertito-unito.pdf

1

https://www.cyberlaws.it/tag/identificazione-degli-operatori-di-servizi-essenziali/
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What is inside this Report? Our approach to Security and Privacy
issues for IoT in the contest of Critical Infrastructures
When we say “critical infrastructure,” what exactly do we mean? Critical infrastructure covers
a variety of fields from financial institutions, law enforcement, healthcare, agriculture, water
distribution, electricity, communication…and the list goes on. We rely on critical infrastructure to
work without disruption; we count on our water supply systems to run normally, we count on medical
devices that do not fail, and we count on our smart cars do not be hacked into. It is hard to say which
should be prioritized more as every industry is critical to our day-to-day lives.
There are 16 critical infrastructure sectors whose assets, systems, and networks, whether physical or
virtual, are considered so vital to the United States that their incapacitation or destruction would have
a debilitating effect on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any
combination thereof. Presidential Policy Directive 21 (PPD-21): “Critical Infrastructure Security
and Resilience” advances a national policy to strengthen and maintain secure, functioning and
resilient critical infrastructure.

Figure 1 United States Critical Infrastructure Sectors

This Report attempts to consider the most relevant issues on IoT. In this landscape, we think of the
European situation as the more comprehensive one in terms of regulations issued and systemic view
to IoT as a system of systems, also if the resulting picture is very composite. But the IoT world also
is very complex and evolving. We think of dedicating more introductory space to EU approach will
help to understand the intricacies of compliance to regulations, technical and organizational
requirements, and problems to be solved to have a secure and safe IoT deployment
The situation in the EU is quite different from the USA, because three relevant regulations (NIS
Directive, GDPR, and Cybersecurity Act) have been issued and adopted by European Union, and
consequently by European countries, sometimes with differences.
Efforts should be geared towards getting the government to help guide the private sector in
prioritizing security aspects. After all, in the private sector, security is not always a top priority. When
it comes to IoT devices, the government can have more to say by ensuring that IoT devices sold within
EU borders are checked for vulnerabilities, providing admin controls for manufacturers, and
6

mandating routine security patches. It’s easy to point fingers when a cyber-attack occurs that
compromises critical infrastructure, but with protocols in place, the relevant parties can be properly
held accountable. The EU Cybersecurity Act2 became enforceable in June 2019 and revamps and
strengthens the EU Agency for cybersecurity (ENISA) and establishes an EU-wide cybersecurity
certification framework for digital products, services, and processes. Companies doing business in
the EU will benefit from having to certify their ICT products, processes, and services only once and
see their certificates recognized across the European Union.
The EU Cybersecurity Act follows the NIS Directive, which affects two categories of undertakings,
under an admittedly differentiated approach in terms of obligations placed upon each one of them:
operators of essential services and digital service providers. Concerning the first category, that is
Operators of Essential Services (OES), their definition includes a public or private entity that activates
in specific sectors, such as the sector of energy, transport, banking and health, and which at the same
time meets some essential criteria that qualify it as an entity of such type. Consequently, not all
operators of essential services fall within the scope of the NIS Directive. Member States are tasked
with the process of their categorization and identification as such. All entities that fall within this
definition, should comply with the security and notification requirements included in the Directive.
The third player in the arena of the Enterprise Security and Privacy Compliance, the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), that became enforceable on 25 May 2018, is aimed at protecting
individuals with regard to the processing of their personal data, as well as, warranting the free
movement of such data within the EU. The coming into force of the two legal instruments, the NIS
Directive and the GDPR, largely coincided, the NIS Directive became enforceable in July 2018 and
the GDPR Regulation became enforceable in May of the same year. However, the two law-making
processes took place independently and in parallel, without much attention being paid from one to
the other3.
For an OES operating in EU the compliance to the three previously cited regulations can be very
complex and will require a specific application for each OSE. The first step will be a comprehensive
risk analysis that should consider the different views adopted by each regulation. In a very synthetic
way: GDPR will focus on fundamental rights of the individuals and consequent risks related to
personal data processing, NIS considers damages for the society and nations deriving from
outages/disruptions to OES, whereas Cybersecurity Act focuses on confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data, systems and networks. From the risk analysis the OES will derive a set of controls
and countermeasures (technical, organizational, administrative, etc.) to reduce the risks to a defined
acceptable level and to assure compliance to the regulations. Most controls and countermeasures will
act reducing risks foreseen by different regulations, e.g. secure data processing may serve privacy
and cybersecurity at once.
The need for specific risk analysis for each OES implies that its protection and compliance to
regulations will frequently be a complex task to be solved case by case.
Referring to the view of IoT as a complex system linking many different devices on one
network, we can identify three major components that are considered by NIS Directive, GDPR and
Cybersecurity requirements: Devices, Service Providers, Enterprise.
For example, the Mobile Patient Monitoring (MPM) system consists of a number of wearable devices
(e.g. health patch) worn by a patient, a backend server owned or managed by a health-care provider
(e.g. hospital), and a mobile device carried by the patient necessary to guarantee the data
2

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/eu-cybersecurity-act
The new EU Cybersecurity Framework: the NIS Directive, ENISA’s role and the General Data Protection Regulation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0267364919300512
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communication between the wearable devices and the health-care provider (e.g. wireless connection).
It becomes clear that Mobile Patient Monitoring can be seen as an IoT, but the distribution of
responsibilities related to security compliance and privacy compliance will be different. We may
assume that the health-care provider will be responsible for the data privacy compliance, but other
subjects may be involved because data can be hacked at the data communication level and it arises a
problem of security compliance or compromised at the device level and a problem of cybersecurity
certification framework for digital products will probably arise.
The same concepts as above apply to Smart Grids. In this domain we can identify IoT with the
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI). From a technical point of view, this infrastructure
embodies a plethora of interconnected elements that collect the consumption data measured in the
households to later be transferred to utilities through aggregation points and where part of this
information is analyzed using Meter Data Management Systems (MDMS).
With the huge number of connected devices, Smart Grid solutions empowered by IoT are facing
security risks both for consumers and for the entire business. Just to mention some:
• the possibility of unauthorized access to the devices and collection of sensitive data through
wireless communication;
• access an unauthorized use of large amount of aggregate data through cloud-based servers;
• the disrupting the normal functioning of devices through local networks.
Furthermore, IoT devices of the Smart Grid collect large amounts of personal data relating to
consumption and daily consumers habits. Privacy and data protection challenge is directly related to
security. By applying the encryption it is possible to protect data privacy. If IoT devices have the
possibility of sending anonymized data, it is possible to further reduce the risk of unauthorized access
to data.
The result is a complex system made of different technologies with different responsibilities among
the different players, e.g. technology providers, communication services providers, energy providers.
The problem requires a case by case solution.
The Guidelines aim to answer to how to apply the above mentioned concepts of cybersecurity and
privacy to IoT used by Critical Infrastructures Protection. After introductory chapters aiming to
present and clarify our view of IoT systems, separated chapters have been developed for an Enterprise
Security and Management Perspective for a Security and Privacy Compliance. They are summarized
in the following.
Chapter 6 describes how to manage the IoT Security Risk. Risks and security of IoT can be considered
in two different and complementary views. The first one, bottom-up view (adopted by NIST, ISO,
IEEE), is related to IoT devices as main targets of attacks and consequently as assets to be protected;
the second view, top-down (adopted by ENISA), is based on IoT as a complex system (ecosystem)
to which IoT devices are connected as components in a pyramid. The top-down approach implies a
“business impact analysis” view to understand the damage of compromising or malfunctioning of IoT
devices and the related IoT ecosystem.
None of these approaches is complete or better of the other and probably both should be used to have
a “correct security posture”.
Security methodologies are not significantly affected by IoT peculiarities whereas technology
(architecture, protocols, hardware, software, sensors, actuators, etc.) is relevant in differentiating
security controls applicable to IoT devices and IoT ecosystem. For the specific application of ICT
security frameworks to IoT, e.g. considering technological aspects of IoT, differences and
commonalities between IoT and IT security should be identified.
8

Specific IoT threats and vulnerabilities are examined using taxonomies originated by ENISA and
academic papers. NIST considerations on vulnerabilities are focused on the role of manufacturers
and users and their expectations during the lifecycle of IoT devices. The IoT specific threat impact is
examined only by ENISA using specific attack scenarios tailored to the IoT ecosystem considered.
ISO standards and NIST documents are a good source of information on IoT devices and their
differences from IT equipment.
It is important to underline that the NIST approach is important because it describes IoT security
challenges in terms of well-known security measures derived from NIST -SP-800-53 or from NIST
Cybersecurity Framework categories. A systemic approach such as that of ENISA, which considers
IoT as an eco-system, is perhaps the most useful for considering the overall security and not only that
of the individual devices. Security concerns the entire IoT system and therefore the classic (ICT) risk
analysis and security management methods can be used with the obvious integrations deriving from
the technological peculiarities of the IoT devices. Moreover, a systemic view of IoT as an ecosystem
allows us, if secure IoT devices cannot be used, to provide adequate compensative security measures
in the upper levels of the system.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to secure design of IoT. Designing and building IoT is a complex process that
should be managed to include security aspects in addition to functional and safety parameters. This
is a well-known approach in the IT world as Security by Design and has been adapted for IoT and
described by ENISA and NIST.
ENISA approach is a systemic one whereas NIST’s is more pragmatic and focused to define security
baselines, but both have the same objective of building IoT (ecosystems and devices) secure by
design.
Privacy by design is another relevant aspect, especially in the EU, that should be addressed since the
design phase whenever it is possible; ENISA has a special focus on this aspect.
Chapter 8 describes the main IoT privacy risks and an overall approach to manage such risks.
When managing Critical Infrastructures, the issue of personal data protection related to IoT systems
must be considered with the due attention it deserves. IoT systems may process huge amounts of
personal data and compliance with applicable legislative frameworks, such as the GDPR in the EU,
should not be eluded.
Ignorance of those issues may have important consequences in terms of providing the service and
involving responsibilities and liabilities. Proactive prevention of privacy violations through the
adoption of data protection best practices such as Privacy by Design and risk-based approaches
performing, among others, Data Protection Impact Assessments must be necessarily considered.
It’s worth to mention that the objective of personal data protection is the protection of rights and
freedoms of natural persons (data subjects) and must to be clear that this is the value to protect when
performing risk management practices.
In this sense and according to GDPR, security of personal data is to be intended as one of the
principles to comply with, since other fundamental principles such as lawfulness, fairness,
transparency, purpose limitation, data minimization, accuracy, storage limitation of such processing
should be granted, on a continuous base, all along with the components and the processing stage of
the IoT system in place.
Chapter 9 describes several attack scenarios to IoT systems, classified in relation to five different
critical infrastructure sectors: energy, industry, road traffic, transportation and healthcare. The
considered sectors are particularly relevant, since IoT technologies are currently part of their critical
back-end systems. Furthermore, four types of attack surfaces have been considered in classifying the
9

scenarios: physical objects, protocols, data and software. Each of the analysed scenarios is a verified
IoT-enabled attack, based on real-world known incidents occurred in the last decade or on published
proof-of-concept attacks.
In chapter 10 we approach IoT in the Healthcare domain. Among the many applications, the sector
in which the so-called "intelligent objects” are most widely spread is the health sector, in which the
"Internet of Medical Things" (IoMT) allows to connect medical devices, sensors, applications and
health data to monitor, make choices automatically (operating devices by means of actuators), activate
procedures, send reports, feed health information systems.
Although the threats applicable to the IoMT sector are the same as those applicable, in general, to the
other IoT sectors, some of them – concerning devices, use of transmission technologies and data
protection (and their vulnerabilities) - can be particularly critical for the medical sector, taking into
account the repercussions and the seriousness of the consequences that threats / vulnerabilities can
have on the health of citizens, even endangering their lives.
To minimize risks and obtain effective protection, the contribution of all those involved in the IoMT
environment is necessary: users, healthcare professionals, manufacturers and hospitals. In particular,
it is necessary to adopt a global approach to risk management throughout the whole life cycle of a
medical device, from design to development, from pre-market to obsolescence, including
cybersecurity risks: this approach must be an on-going activity that takes into account the concepts
of security by design, secure development, privacy by default. Furthermore, in a critical infrastructure
that manages health services, a risk management strategy must be developed and maintained,
according to the appropriate international standards: the primary goal will be to create an environment
in which cybersecurity risks for patients are minimized. The strategy will need to be revised as new
types and classes of connected medical devices are added to the healthcare environment and new
threats/vulnerabilities discovered.
The Report ends with two Appendixes: one concerning the approaches to IoT security by some
international organizations and bodies; the second one reports the and criteria for an acceptable DPIA
(Data Protection Impact Analysis).
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1. What is IoT? (Sandro Bologna)
Generically, the Internet of Things (IoT) describes the coordination of a network of physical
objects that contain embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact with their internal
states or the external environment, i.e. sensors and actuators. These connected objects include
everyday appliances and machines from many vertical industries such as vehicles, utility meters,
tracking devices, vending machines, monitors and sensors, consumer electronics and wearable
technology, as well as smart phones and tablets. From a Critical Communications perspective, the
term Critical Communications IoT, applies to connected objects that fulfil a public safety, emergency
services or business critical function.
From agriculture, to manufacturing, to smart homes, to healthcare, and beyond, there is value
in having numerous sensory devices connected to larger infrastructures. This technology advance
acknowledges the reality that human society is moving towards ‘smart’ and ‘smarter’ systems. The
rapid advances in computer science, software engineering, systems engineering, networking, sensing,
communication, and artificial intelligence are converging. The tethering factor is data.
ENISA defines the Internet of Things (IoT) as “a cyber-physical ecosystem of interconnected
sensors and actuators, which enable decision making.”4 (see Figure 3.1 on Section 3)
NIST does not define the Internet of Things (IoT) but assumes that “IoT refers to systems that involve
sensing, computing, communication, and actuation.”5
IoT European Large-Scale Pilots Programme6 includes the innovation consortia that are
collaborating to foster the deployment of IoT solutions in Europe through integration of advanced
IoT technologies across the value chain, demonstration of multiple IoT applications at scale and in a
usage context, and as close as possible to operational conditions. IoT European Large-Scale Pilots
Programme includes projects addressing the IoT applications based on European relevance,
technology readiness and socio-economic interest in Europe.
IoT European Platforms Initiative (IoT-EPI)7 projects are addressing the topic of Internet of
Things and Platforms for Connected Smart Objects and aim to deliver an IoT extended into a web of
platforms for connected devices and objects that supports smart environments, businesses, services
and persons with dynamic and adaptive configuration capabilities.
EU SerIoT Project8. IoT represents the current trend to hyper-connected systems; therefore, risk
management aspects must consider the relationships and dependencies among different devices that
could affect to the security level of a certain system or deployment. On the other hand, IoT
deployments are usually composed by components with resource constraints, which are installed in
uncontrolled environments with default security configurations. These constraints also make IoT
devices and systems an attractive target for possible attacks. Furthermore, due to the potential huge
number of devices in IoT deployments, there is a real need to consider risk management approaches
with a high degree of automation to efficiently identify and mitigate new risks affecting such systems.
ENISA – Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures. November
2017 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/baseline-security-recommendations-for-iot
5
NIST SP 800–183 Networks of “Things”. July 2016
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-183.pdf
6
IoT European Large-Scale Pilots Programme https://european-iot-pilots.eu/
7
IoT European Platforms Initiative (IoT-EPI) https://iot-epi.eu/news/
8
EU SerIoT Project https://seriot-project.eu/
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These approaches should be able to represent the relationships among devices, vulnerabilities and
attacks of the overall deployment9.
It is still common to think of an IoT as a device connected to the Internet. But this is not what the IoT
is. IoT is a complex system, where devices are just one component. Each component might be the
system’s weakest link, so we need a holistic approach to security. IoT is a system that should be
analysed and addressed as a whole. Focusing on isolated components without holistic risk and threat
analysis is not enough.
Today’s IoT devices come in many different shapes and sizes. They’re used in almost every
application in business and life. Relevant examples for our purpose include:
➢ Industrial IoT devices such as tracking devices and temperature or pressure sensors used for
predictive maintenance and supply chain optimization.
➢ Smart Cities and Transportation devices such as traffic control, smart lighting, and parking
sensors.
➢ Medical devices such as blood pressure monitors, infusion pumps, ECG units, and fitness
devices.
In the Internet of Things, each separate device could potentially represent a security risk, and
each one needs to be secured individually. Device-specific security solutions has to be complemented
by IoT system solutions. IoT devices need to have some sort of attestation to help businesses ensure
that the IoT devices connected to their network are authentic and their users’ credentials are verified.
The concept of “certification” is of today common use, sometime also mandatory10 11.
Much of the focus right now seems to be on regulating devices. But we have passed the point
where the Internet of Things are just devices connected to the Internet. They form a complex
interconnected system that includes components such as middleware, application clouds, external
apps, etc. Thus, an approach that only focuses on devices will miss the broader security threat to the
network at large. As organizations connect massive numbers of IoT devices to their networks we have
to be aware of the expanding attack surface and corporate liability they represent.
Suddenly everything around is being connected. Security cameras, thermostats, fridges, and
cars turn into connected computers. The speed of the changes by which the Internet of Things changes
our lives is unprecedented. Speed and impact amplify the challenges that we face on the Internet
today: Challenges with security and privacy. To face the security challenges, we need an approach
that takes into account the nature of the Internet. The Internet does not have a central control. Internet
security is distributed and is enforced at the edges – in your home or in your company.
Back in 2008, an attack on a 1,099-mile-long Turkish oil pipeline was recorded as one of the
most significant events to-date in the history of cyberwar. According to Bloomberg News12 the
attackers gained access to the operational controls of the pipeline’s oil pressure after exploiting
vulnerabilities they found in the cameras’ communication software. From there they could manipulate
the pressure, unbeknownst to operators, using the wireless operating system as a digital weapon to
9

G. Baldini, P. Frohlich, E. Gelenbe, J. L. Hernandez-Ramos, M. Nowak, S. Nowak, S. Papadopoulos, A. Drosou, D. Tzovaras
- IoT Network Risk Assessment and Mitigation: the SerIoT Approach
10
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32019R0881&from=EN#d1e1109-15-1
11
https://publications.jrc.ec.europa.eu/repository/bitstream/JRC111611/the_iacs_cybersecurity_certification_framew
ork.pdf
12
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-12-10/mysterious-08-turkey-pipeline-blast-opened-new-cyberwar
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manipulate the pipeline into a disastrous oil bomb causing approximately “30,000 barrels of oil to
spill in an area above a water aquifer.” The ramifications for such attacks can be devastating; and in
the case of the Turkish pipeline, the consequences “cost BP and its partner $5 million a day in transit
tariffs during the closure.” Unfortunately, these types of attacks are not slowing.
Kaspersky IoT Report13 identifies the following key findings:
➢ The use of IoT is already widespread across a range of business industries: 61% of
organizations are currently using IoT platforms in their business.
➢ IoT use is even higher in the IT and telecoms industry (71%) and finance (68%)
➢ The growing rate of IoT increases the business need for data protection and prevention from
cyber-incidents. In the first half of 2019, Kaspersky researchers detected 105 million attacks
on IoT devices through honeypots.
➢ Nearly three-in-ten (28%) companies using IoT platforms experienced incidents involving
noncompeting connected devices in the last year.
➢ The reliability of suppliers is no less important, with more than a third (36%) of companies
giving third parties access to their IoT platforms.
Given their connected nature, IoT platforms unite many different devices on one network,
each of which can become an entry point for an attack, causing the overall attack surface to widen.
Therefore it is important for businesses and IT security professionals to consider the challenges and
concerns that may arise with IoT implementation, as described in the next sections of this report.
Because of their connected nature, IoT systems involve many components which vendors and third
parties may need to access. For example, in smart city projects, systems such as traffic controls,
CCTV and even utility supplies to apartments, store many different types of personal user data.
Therefore, it’s important that the smart system is configured and protected to ensure this data cannot
be unlawfully accessed.
To securely take advantage of all the features and benefits of IoT, Kaspersky suggests
organizations follow the steps listed in the Kaspersky IoT Report above mentioned.

13

https://media.kasperskydaily.com/wpcontent/uploads/sites/92/2020/02/27074211/2020_Kaspersky_IoT_report.pdf
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2. Risk Management in IoT (Sandro Bologna)
Not all IoT systems have the same security requirements. To create a suitable risk management
methodology for the IoT, holistic approaches are required to understand the probability and impact
of potential risks affecting devices and systems. As a core process of risk management, risk
assessment has been strongly considered in recent years by IoT researchers. However, assessing risk
only is insufficient, and we must design IoT networks that can detect and then mitigate security risks,
but also mitigate other risks that may arise regarding the overall performance of the system by
preserving QoS. Thus, a continuing overall evaluation of the risks introduced by IoT systems and
their networks is needed. The paper “Security for Internet of Things: The SerIot Project” offers a
view of risk identification and mitigation as applied to IoT systems, based on work in the SerIoT
Project supported by the European Commission14.
According to ISO 31000, the process of risk management is composed of different elements
including risk assessment and the definition of risk mitigation solutions. In particular, according to
the definition provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the risk
management includes “(i) the conduct of a risk assessment; (ii) the implementation of a risk
mitigation strategy; and (iii) employment of techniques and procedures for the continuous monitoring
of the security state of the information system"15. Therefore, risk management implies the assessment,
mitigation and monitoring of risks.
For the emergency services related to Critical Infrastructures (CI), or more conventional “vital
systems”, the three main phases of emergency management are mentioned below. For each phase,
the communications requirements are different, as the urgency and criticality of the information
varies16
Incident Response Phase
Actions taken in order to stop the causes of an imminent hazard and/or mitigate the consequences of
potentially destabilizing events or disruptions, and to recover to a normal situation. The most stringent
communication requirements of the three phases, with the highest priority and lowest latency.
Prevention Phase
Measures that enable an organization to avoid, preclude or limit the impact of an undesirable event
or potential disruption. The second most stringent communications requirements of the three phases,
as the data must be received within a certain timeframe for it to be useful and meaningful in order to
achieve the objectives described in the previous bullet.
Recovery Phase
Restoration and improvement, where appropriate, of operations, facilities, livelihoods or living
conditions of affected organizations, including efforts to reduce risk factors. The most relaxed
communications requirements of the three phases, as there is no immediate risk if the data
transmission is delayed.
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3. What is the difference between Embedded Systems and IoT?
(Sandro Bologna)

Figure 3.1: IoT pervasive ecosystem

(Source: ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT – November 2017)

Embedded system is a device hardware or software or both that is embedded in a larger system
and is mostly a real time system. An embedded system usually consists of a microcontroller
programmed to do a specific job.
Internet of Things (IoT) is how these devices communicate with each other directly and
indirectly to serve a specific purpose. Directly is when two devices or more talk peer to peer. And
decide actions based on what the other device says. Indirect is when all these devices are connected
to a single node and the node receives and transmits signals to the devices and intercommunicate is
thus established. Figure 3.1 is a conceptual representation of IoT pervasive ecosystem.
A standalone pacemaker, a lower power consuming device that is placed in the patient heart
to read abnormal signals of the heart and to rectify it by pulsing the required signals to the heart, is
an embedded system.
A pacemaker becomes an IoT if we make a pacemaker to transmit, the signals read and pulses
generated, via the Internet to a server that logs all this data and check if there is a continuous
abnormality. If there is, this server immediately alerts the concerned doctor’s and the patients family’s
mobile with the location, the condition and other stats of the patient.
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4. IoT Reference Architecture ISO/IEC 30141 (Sandro Bologna)
One of the first decisions inside the AIIC GdL was the adoption of a reference architecture
for IoT. The important factors for the selection of a reference architecture model were the
authoritative source of the model, the significance of results to community, and the comprehensive
and strong focus on the IoT architecture model.
After due considerations, a deliberate decision for the architecture design was the adoption of
standard ISO/IEC CD 30141 IoT Reference Architecture (IoT RA). Positioning the AIIC GdL solution
with respect to the standard will help evaluate better the project contribution to the IoT domain,
especially in terms of adoption and value proposition. One alternative choice for the adoption of an
IoT RA model was the NIST Network of Things (NoT)17 but it focus more on physical devices and
do not sufficiently regard complete end to end IoT systems’ reference architecture model.
Figure 4.1 gives a view of ISO/IEC 30141 IoT RA, briefly described in the following.

Figure 4.1. ISO/IEC 30141 IoT RA overall view
(Source SerIoT Project deliverable D1.2)18

17
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The Physical Entity Domain (PED) regards all physical objects subject to sensing and controlling
in a given IoT system. The PED consists of the physical and virtual entities in an IoT system and is
the primary environment an IoT system is responsible for tasks or functions such as monitoring,
sensing, and controlling.
The Sensing and Controlling Domain (SCD) consists of IoT devices, sensors used for sensing
(digitising) physical objects state or characteristics, and of actuators that control physical objects. The
SCD is an essential domain in an IoT system providing critical information about environment to all
the other domains of an IoT system. In the SCD, IoT devices depend on network communications of
different types such as limited range, low power networks. Such types of network communications
are widely termed as proximity networks to refer to all local connections to IoT devices. It is common
for proximity networks to use specialized protocols suited to the specialized nature of these networks.
There are wide area networks (WAN) that connect the proximity networks to the Internet which may
be dedicated to the IoT system or which may be shared general purpose networks. IP is typically
used for WAN, while in higher levels in the protocol stack HTTP or messaging protocols are used in
some cases.
IoT Devices need to transmit and receive data (communicate) with software services located nearby
or in a remote location. IoT Gateways connect networks of different types, typically between the
proximity networks and the WANs.
A Local Control System is considered deployed physically close to the IoT devices in order to perform
(close to devices) time-sensitive critical data processing and enforcement of business logic (rules) to
control physical objects through actuator devices.
The Operations and Management Domain (OMD) represents the collection of functions
responsible for provisioning, managing, monitoring and optimization of the systems’ operational
performance in real-time. System operators and managers are the actors of the OMD maintain the
overall health of IoT systems.
The Resource and Interchange Domain (RID) interacts with external to the IoT system entities,
applications, services, and systems in terms of resources. The resource can be physical, monetary, or
digital depending on the transactions. Specific data processing can be performed as required to
accommodate the external organizations’ needs including data quality assurance, data transformation,
distribution and storage.
The Application Service Domain (ASD) offers business-driven services to IoT Users. The ASD
contains all service providers involved in an IoT system. The service providers interact not only with
the IoT users to fulfil their requests but also with entities in the SCD (sensors and actuators) to gain
data from the physical objects domain. The service providers interact with external organizations,
such as other IoT systems and platforms via the RID.
The User Domain (UD) consists of the stakeholders and actors of an IoT system. A user can be an
individual person, a group of persons such as a household, a society, an organization or a government
department.
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5. Elements of IoT (Sandro Bologna)
A more detailed representation of an IoT system is sketched in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Elements of IoT

(Source - Make Way for IIoT: Solving Automation’s Unique Challenge – Advancing Automation eBook, Vol. XVIII, July
2019, pag.39)

5.1 IoT Assets Taxonomy
Tackling cybersecurity starts from asset identification and decomposition. This section
provides an overview of the key asset groups and assets to be protected in an IoT ecosystem, referring
to Figure 4.1 and Figure 5.1. Since we are approaching IoT in a horizontal way, the level of protection
for a given asset will vary depending on the use case, the application used and the use scenario of
said IoT ecosystem. The relevant different IoT assets are listed in Table 5.1, customized from ENISA
– Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures.
November 2017.
To evaluate the level of exposure to threats of an IoT ecosystem, it is extremely important to
maintain up-to-date the assets inventory down to a very granular level of the ecosystem.
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Device
Hardware

Software

Sensors

Actuators
Devices to
interface with
IoT
Devices to
manage IoT
Embedded
Process Units

Communication
Protocols

Power
Supply
Security
Devices

Devices for
Web-based
Services

Devices for
Cloud Services
Device and
network
management

Description
The different physical components (except sensors and actuators)
from which the IoT devices can be built. These include
microcontrollers, microprocessors, the physical ports of the device,
the motherboard, etc.
Software comprises the IoT device’s OS, its firmware and the
programs and applications installed/running.
These are the subsystems whose purpose is to detect and/or
measure events in its environment and send the information to
other electronics in order to be processed. There are sensors for a
lot of purposes, such as to measure temperature, motion, etc.
These are IoT device’s output units, which execute decisions based
on previously processed information.
These are devices whose purpose is to serve as an interface or as
an aggregator between other IoT devices of a given IoT ecosystem.
Moreover, devices used by users to interface and interact with IoT
devices.
These are devices specially designed to manage other IoT devices,
networks etc.
They are based on a processing unit that enables them to process
data on their own. They include embedded sensors and/or
actuators, network capabilities to connect directly to the cloud, a
memory footprint and the ability to run software.
They define the set of rules on how communication between two
or more IoT devices must be performed through a given channel.
There are many communication protocols, which can be either
wireless or wireline-based. Examples of IoT communication
protocols are ZigBee, MQTT, CoAP, BLE, etc.
It supplies electric power to an IoT device and to its internal
components. The power source can be external and wired or a
battery integrated in the device itself.
This group comprises the assets specifically focused on the security
of the IoT devices, networks and information. Most prominently,
these include firewalls, Web Application Firewalls (WAF), CASBs for
protecting the cloud, IDSs, IPSs and authentication/authorisation
systems.
These are services within the World Wide Web, which provide a
web-based interface to web users or to web-connected
applications. This means web technologies can be used in IoT for
Human-to-Machine (H2M) communications and for M2M
communications.
In IoT, the cloud backend can be used to aggregate and process
data from dispersed devices, and it also provides computing
capabilities, storage, applications, services, etc.
The management of the IoT ecosystem devices and networks
includes the software updates of the OS, firmware and
applications. It also encompasses the tracking and monitoring of
the devices and networks, collecting and storing logs that can later
be used for diagnostics.

Examples
Microcontroller
Microprocessor
Physical Ports and
Connectivity
Operating system
Firmware
Applications
Temperature
Pressure
Humidity
Motion
Pumps
Wheels
Connecting devices

Displays and
keyboards
Microprocessors
PLC

Bluetooth
Wi-Fi

Electric Batteries
Electric Connectors
Hardware Firewalls
Authentication
Authorisation

Routers

Gateways

Devices for Logging,
Monitoring, Tracking,
Diagnostic

Table 5.1 IoT Assets Taxonomy

(Source: ENISA – Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures.
November 2017)
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6. Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Security Risks: General
approach (Glauco Bertocchi, Alberto Traballesi)
6.1 Introduction
IoT is already in place almost everywhere and is more used every day. In a recent Gartner
webinar, focused on the opportunity of IoT usage, the main point has been that IoT is exiting the
“special project phase” and its deployment should be evaluated based on the business opportunity as
it is for any other technology.19 In the following we refer, accordingly with chapter 1 definitions to
IoT as an ecosystem with a perimeter that includes IoT devices with various functionalities.
IoT devices are components of more complex systems and their communication with other
systems/devices is an essential characteristic; their tasks and role are well delimited, even if relevant
and complex for some applications. An IoT device that does not communicate cannot be defined as
part of IoT, communication is an essential capability. What distinguishes IoT from any other system
connected through a network? We refer to definitions already done in chapter 1 and consider also the
model depicted in NIST20 Special Publication 800-183 Networks of ‘Things’, that uses IoT device
capabilities to define a model.
Risks and security of IoT can be considered in two different and complementary views. The
first one , bottom-up view, is related to IoT devices as main targets of attacks and consequently as
assets to be protected in their components; the second view, top-down, is the role of IoT as a complex
system to which IoT devices are connected as base components in a pyramid. In this second view
security must also include the “IoT perimeter” and threats and vulnerabilities should be considered
comprehensively. This approach should consider a “business impact analysis” of compromising or
malfunctioning of IoT devices and related ecosystem.
None of these approaches is complete or better of the other and both must be used to have a “correct
security posture”.

6.2 What is IoT security?
IoT, together with Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain, is probably one of the most
challenging technological evolution that will have a deep impact on our everyday life.
The convergence of such technologies for “intelligent” and “secured” IoT is also foreseeable21 and
moreover into the “large” environment of ICT is already taking place.
IoT can be summarized as the evolution of any type of “isolated” device into a new type, with
almost the same original purpose and functionalities, but connected or connectible to the “entire
world”, i.e. Internet and not only Internet.
One of the main challenges that IoT poses is security.
The security subject has been investigated since the first signs of IoT evolution and many
contributions have been given by many authors and scientific and standardization bodies.
Most of these efforts, mainly from the scientific field, investigated various aspects of IoT components
and aimed to build a consistent IoT architecture from which derive a security framework.
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Consequently, there are numerous proposals of IoT architecture, taxonomy and approaches to secure
IoT.
On the other side there are also efforts made by standardization bodies, like NIST and ISO,
and others like ENISA, OWASP, ISACA, etc. that aimed mainly to have architecture, taxonomy and
security controls of practical use and in line with existing security standards or best practices.
Our report is addressed to Security and Privacy Managers and consequently, as already said,
we will give a glance to scientific publications, but our focus will be mainly on proposals from
certification and standardization bodies or organizations. This is justified because the latter ones are
the most useful and applicable for managers that are responsible for effective security processes.
In the following paragraphs, we will examine some of these relevant contributions from all these
sources.
6.2.1 IoT security components
For the sake of clarity and simplicity we use a simplified approach that divides IoT security
into parts that have methodological aspects from others that have significant technological
characteristics.
Security methodologies are not significantly affected by IoT peculiarities whereas technology
(architecture, protocols, hardware, software, sensors, actuators, etc.) is relevant in differentiating
security controls applicable to IoT devices and IoT ecosystem.
From the methodological point of view IoT security is not substantially different from other
types of security used in the ICT world. Consequently, there is no need to use or “invent” a specific
method (or framework) and we think that a “classical approach” depicted as follows, would be
appropriate:
a) security is a process described by the well-known phases of the Denim diagram.
b) there are many frameworks used in ICT security (ISO 27k, NIST SP 800-53, SABA, etc.) and
most of them are generally applicable to systems including IoT. There are some efforts
(NIST,ISO) to include some additional controls (security measures) dedicated to IoT but this
integration does not change the methodology used.
In any case we think that it is very useful (almost mandatory) to have a security framework or
methodology as a reference and the most effective will be that one already in use in your
organization if it exists.
For the scope of the present paper, we will refer to frameworks and methodologies when
useful to illustrate their usage for IoT security.
For the specific application of security frameworks to IoT, e.g. considering technological
aspects of IoT, differences and commonalities between IoT and IT security should be identified.
6.2.2 IoT security vs IT security
Differences between IoT and IT security must be understood to have an effective approach.
6.2.2.1 ENISA’s approach
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The ENISA ‘Baseline Security Recommendations for Internet of Things in the context of
critical information infrastructures’ (Nov 2017)22 proposes a list of characteristics peculiar to IoT
that makes security aspects different from the classical IT, they are:
➢ Very large attack surface: The threats and risks related to IoT are manifold and evolve
rapidly…
➢ Limited device resources: Applying conventional security practices in IoT could require a
substantial reengineering due to technical constraints. The majority of IoT devices have
limited capabilities, e.g. processing, memory and power, and therefore advanced security
controls cannot be effectively applied.
➢ Complex ecosystem: Security concerns are exacerbated since IoT should not be seen as a
collection of independent devices, but rather as a rich, diverse and wide ecosystem involving
aspects such as devices, communications, interfaces, and people.
➢ Fragmentation of standards and regulations: The fragmented and slow adoption of
standards and regulations to guide the adoption of IoT security measures and good practices,
as well as the continuous emergence of novel technologies, further complicate relevant
concerns.
➢ Widespread deployment: Apart from commercial applications of IoT, recent trends have
seen Critical Infrastructures (CIs) migrating toward Smart ones by employing IoT on top of
legacy infrastructures.
➢ Security integration: This is a very challenging task, due to the presence of possibly
contradicting viewpoints and requirements from all involved stakeholders…
➢ Safety aspects: They are very relevant in the IoT context because of the presence of
actuators, which act on the physical world. Security threats can become safety threats …
➢ Low cost: The wide penetration of IoT and the advanced functionalities it offers in several
critical sectors denotes the potential for significant cost savings by exploiting features such
as data flows, advanced monitoring, and integration to name a few. Conversely, it is often
the case that the low cost that is usually associated with IoT devices and systems will have
implications in terms of security. Manufacturers might be inclined to limit security features
to ensure a low cost and thus product security might not be able to protect against certain
types of IoT attacks.
➢ Lack of expertise: This is a rather novel domain and therefore there is a lack of people with a
suitable skillset and expertise in IoT cybersecurity.
➢ Security updates: Applying security updates to IoT is extremely challenging, since the
particularity of the user interfaces available to users does not allow traditional update
mechanisms…
➢ Insecure programming: Since the “time to market” pressure for IoT products is higher than
in other domains, this imposes constraints on the available efforts to develop security and
privacy by design. For this reason, and sometimes also due to budget issues, companies
developing IoT products generally place more emphasis on functionality and usability than
on security.
➢ Unclear liabilities: The lack of a clear assignment of liabilities might lead to ambiguities
and conflicts in case of a security incident, especially considering the large and complex
supply chain involved in IoT…
ENISA highlights the difficulty of considering a “horizontal” approach to IoT security instead
of that, called vertical, based on the specific context of IoT use. To solve this question ENISA
proposes the definition of an IoT ecosystem composed of all assets (IoT devices, communications,
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cloud, backend and services, use cases) that are organized to fulfil one or more complex tasks in one
or more sectors of the human society.
Starting from the ecosystem model ENISA proposes an asset taxonomy and a comprehensive
approach to security that will be analysed in the following paragraphs.
The approach to IoT as ecosystem implies that the context is very important; this was the
reason for ENISA in developing a study on “Good Practices for Security of the IoT in the context of
Industry 4.0 and Smart Manufacturing”23. The study defines a new ecosystem with differences from
the critical information infrastructures context previously cited, relevant novelties are:
➢ definition of relevant terminology (i.e. terms such as Industry 4.0, Smart manufacturing,
Industrial IoT) to promote a common understanding of relevant cybersecurity scenarios.
➢ a comprehensive taxonomy the Industry 4.0 assets across the manufacturing process and
value chain.
➢ a detailed Industry 4.0 threat taxonomy based on related risks and attack scenarios.
➢ mapping of the identified threats to assets, thus facilitating the deployment of security
measures.
➢ listing of the security measures related to the use of IoT in Smart Manufacturing and
Industry 4.0 and mapping them against the threats.
In conducting this study, ENISA identified and analysed the state of available documentation
on security in IoT, Industrial IoT, Industry 4.0 and Smart Manufacturing.
The guidelines and security measures listed in this study aim at improving the cybersecurity
posture of Industry 4.0 organisations that have adopted or are adopting Industrial IoT devices and
solutions that enhance automation in industrial operations. These security measures apply to a wide
audience covering Industrial IoT operators and manufacturers/vendors, which can utilise these
measures and recommendations as a checklist to test their Industry 4.0 security solutions.
6.2.2.2 NIST’s approach
A quite different approach to IoT security is illustrated in document NIST IR 8228
Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks (June 2019)24
aimed to illustrate to federal agencies personnel in charge of cybersecurity and privacy the risks
related to IoT devices.
NIST’s focus is on IoT devices and their differences from IT equipment, this is a bottom-up
approach that does not consider the other components of the IoT ecosystem.
Document’s aim is to describe IoT security challenges in terms of well-known security
measures derived from NIST -SP-800-53 or from NIST Cybersecurity Framework categories.
In the following the relevant parts of this identification process are described.
The document identifies 3 main characteristics that distinguish IoT from IT equipment and
pose new challenges to cybersecurity and privacy of the organizations that use IoT devices.
1) Many IoT devices interact with the physical world in ways conventional IT devices
usually do not. The potential impact of some IoT devices making changes to physical
systems and thus affecting the physical world needs to be explicitly identified and
addressed from cybersecurity and privacy perspectives. Also, operational requirements
for performance, reliability, resilience, and safety may be at odds with common
cybersecurity and privacy practices for conventional IT devices.
ENISA “Good practices for Security of IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”, November 2018,
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/good-practices-for-security-of-iot
24
NIST IR 8228 Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks (June 2019)
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8228.pdf
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2) Many IoT devices cannot be accessed, managed, or monitored in the same ways
conventional IT devices can. This can necessitate doing tasks manually for large
numbers of IoT devices, expanding staff knowledge and tools to include a much wider
variety of IoT device software, and addressing risks with manufacturers and other third
parties having remote access or control over IoT devices.
3) The availability, efficiency, and effectiveness of cybersecurity and privacy capabilities
are often different for IoT devices than conventional IT devices. This means
organizations may have to select, implement, and manage additional controls, as well as
determine how to respond to risk when sufficient controls for mitigating risk are not
available.
NIST document approaches Cybersecurity and privacy risks using 3 main mitigation goals:
1) Protect device security. In other words, prevent a device from being used to conduct
attacks. This goal applies to all IoT devices.
2) Protect data security. Protect the confidentiality, integrity, and/or availability of data
(including personally identifiable information [PII]) collected by, stored on, processed
by, or transmitted to or from the IoT device. This goal applies to each IoT device except
those without any data that needs protection.
3) Protect individuals’ privacy. Protect individuals’ privacy impacted by PII processing
beyond risks managed through device and data security protection. This goal applies to
all IoT devices that process PII or that directly or indirectly impact individuals
NIST document identifies the main characteristics of IoT as:
➢ Transducer capabilities interact with the physical world and serve as the edge between
digital and physical environments. Transducer capabilities provide the ability for
computing devices to interact directly with physical entities of interest. Every IoT device
has at least one transducer capability. The two types of transducer capabilities are:
• Sensing: the ability to provide an observation of an aspect of the physical world in
the form of measurement data. Examples include temperature measurement,
radiographic imaging, optical sensing, and audio sensing.
• Actuating: the ability to change something in the physical world. Examples of
actuating capabilities include heating coils, cardiac electric shock delivery, electronic
door locks, etc..
➢ Interface capabilities enable device interactions (e.g., device-to-device communications,
human-to-device communications). The types of interface capabilities are:
• Application interface: the ability for other computing devices to communicate with
an IoT device through an IoT device application. (e.g.API).
• Human user interface: the ability for an IoT device and people to communicate
directly with each other.
• Network interface: the ability to interface with a communication network to transfer
data to or from an IoT device. A network interface capability includes both hardware
and software). Examples of network interface capabilities include Ethernet, Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, Long-Term Evolution (LTE), and ZigBee. Every IoT device has at least
one enabled network interface capability and may have more than one.
➢ Supporting capabilities provide functionality that supports other IoT capabilities.
Examples are device management, cybersecurity, and privacy capabilities.
NIST document details the previously identified 3 main differences (security challenges) between
IoT and IT devices and combines them with the 3 mitigation goals (Protect device security, Protect
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data security, Protect individuals’ privacy). For each mitigation goal a list of security aspects is
identified as follows:
Risk mitigation areas for Goal 1, Protect Device Security
• Asset Management: Maintain a current, accurate inventory of all IoT devices and their
relevant characteristics throughout the devices’ lifecycles to use that information for
cybersecurity and privacy risk management purposes.
• Vulnerability Management: Identify and eliminate known vulnerabilities in IoT device
software and firmware to reduce the likelihood and ease of exploitation and compromise.
• Access Management: Prevent unauthorized and improper physical and logical access to,
usage of, and administration of IoT devices by people, processes, and other computing
devices.
• Device Security Incident Detection: Monitor and analyse IoT device activity for signs of
incidents involving device security.

Risk mitigation areas for Goal 2, Protect Data Security:
• Data Protection: Prevent access to and tampering with data at rest or in transit that might
expose sensitive information or allow manipulation or disruption of IoT device operations.
• Data Security Incident Detection: Monitor and analyse IoT device activity for signs of
incidents involving data security.
Risk mitigation areas for Goal 3, Protect Individuals’ Privacy:
• Information Flow Management: Maintain a current, accurate mapping of the information
lifecycle of PII, including the type of data action, the elements of PII being processed by the
data action, the party doing the processing, and any additional relevant contextual factors
about the processing to use for privacy risk management purposes.
• PII Processing Permissions Management: Maintain permissions for PII processing to
prevent unpermitted PII processing.
• Informed Decision Making: Enable individuals to understand the effects of PII processing
and interactions with the device, participate in decision-making about PII processing or
interactions, and resolve problems.
• Disassociated Data Management: Identify authorized PII processing and determine how PII
may be minimized or disassociated from individuals and IoT devices.
• Privacy Breach Detection: Monitor and analyse IoT device activity for signs of breaches
involving individuals’ privacy.
NIST document produces 3 Tables (one for each mitigation goal) in which are listed the IoT security
challenges, the affected controls derived from NIST SP 800-53 rev.5, the implication for the
organization and the affected Cybersecurity Framework categories.
Moreover, the document gives recommendations in the form of reference to 7 subcategories of the
Cybersecurity Framework.
These tables are very important for the IoT security people because they formulate IoT security in
terms of security controls (SP 800-53 rev.5 draft)25 and Cybersecurity Framework that are wellknown elements used in IT security.
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NIST SP 800-53 rev5 draft (final public draft)(March 2020 last check) has been devised to integrate controls for IoT
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A partial example of one of the 3 Tables (regarding Asset Management) is Table 6.1:
Potential Challenges with Achieving Goal 1, Protect Device Security
Challenges for Individual IoT Devices, Affected Draft
Implications for the
Affected Cybersecurity
and Risk Considerations Causing the NIST SP 800-53
Organization
Framework Subcategories
Challenges
Revision 5 Controls

Asset Management
Expectation 1: The device has a built-in unique identifier.
• CM-8, System
Component
Inventory

1. The IoT device may not have a
unique identifier that the
organization’s asset management
system can access or understand.

• May complicate device
management, including remote
access and vulnerability
management.

• ID.AM-1: Physical devices
and systems within the
organization are inventoried

Risk Consideration 2
Expectation 2: The device can interface with enterprise asset management systems.

2. The IoT device may not be able to
participate in a centralized asset
management system.

• CM-8, System
Component
Inventory

Risk Consideration 2

• May have to use multiple
asset management systems.
• May have to perform asset
management tasks manually.

• ID.AM-1: Physical devices
and systems within the
organization are inventoried
• ID.AM-2: Software
platforms and applications
within the organization are
inventoried
• PR.DS-3: Assets are
formally managed throughout
removal, transfers, and
disposition

Table 6.1 Example of Table from NIST.IR 8228
(Source: NIST.IR 8228 Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks
June 2019)

6.2.2.3 ISO approach
A search for Internet of Things in the International Standard Organization (ISO) website will
produce (March 2020) 169 documents that include standards, technical reports and other types of
documents. These results describe the efforts put by ISO on the subject but reveal also that there is
not a single approach, but the focus is different depending on the Subcommittee (SC) involved. In
synthesis it is quite clear that ISO is working on IoT as devices and not as an ecosystem. This approach
is coherent with ISO story that is aimed to issue standards for products and related industries.
The result of this point of view is a very complex picture that is not easy to comprehend and
has a lot of details that are of interest only for specialized readers.
A list of the many ISO documents on IoT is in the annex of this chapter.
Consequently, ISO documents are not relevant as a contribution of a general view of the IoT
security, one possible exception is a draft from the well-known 27k series, namely
6.2.2.4 Academic approaches
There are plenty of academic papers and, due to our focus on Security managers, it is not
useful to have a complete review, but we think that a brief illustration of some approaches, different
from those taken by standardization bodies, can be suggestive in many cases when security controls
provided by standards could be integrated when needed or appropriate.
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It should be underlined that almost all scientific papers have a bottom-up approach, i.e. they
are focused on IoT devices.
A simple but effective approach is in “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT
Device capabilities”26. It is based on the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) classification
into four different types of IoT devices according to type and functionality as follows: data-carrying
device, data-capturing device, sensing and actuating device, and general device27 Starting from ITU
definitions the authors classify IoT devices in four classes, depending on their capabilities.
➢ Class 0 devices are very constrained devices, such as compact, lightweight, and low-power
sensors. Due to the constrained memory and processing capability, they do not participate
in Internet communication in a secure way. These devices usually communicate with the
help of proxies or gateways.
➢ Class 1 devices, because of constrained resource and processing capabilities, cannot easily
communicate with other devices employing a full protocol stack, such as Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). They use a protocol stack specifically
designed for IoT device with constraints, such as Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP).
Device examples include a blood glucose meter or a thermostat that is based on 8-bit or 16bit processors. It is possible to communicate with other devices without the help of a
gateway.
➢ Class 2 devices can be supported in the existing communication protocol stack, or that are
less constrained. Examples include an IP camera or a smart meter that is based on 32-bit
processors. However, these devices also can benefit from using low-power and lightweight
protocol, and from consuming less bandwidth.
➢ Class 3 device example is a smartphone or a tablet beyond class 2. They can use existing
protocols without any changes or modifications. However, these devices can still be
constrained by a limited power supply.
In this paper, there is also the introduction of a 4th security category
(Authentication/Authorization) in addition to the “classic” three CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity,
Availability).
For each category there are security threats and vulnerabilities that are illustrated in the following
paragraphs.

Seungyong Yoon and Others “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”, Electronics
and Telecommunications Research Institute, Daejeon, Rep. Of Korea,2017
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/2569/64109ff268010b5d8facce73f3e40abc72aa.pdf?_ga=2.106300099.1722284132.
1580754891-593015430.1580754891"
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ITU-T Y.2060, Overview of the Internet of Things, 2012.6.
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The result of this approach is Table 6.2 where for each category there is a list of security requirements
that are applicable for each class of IoT device.
Categories

Security Requirements Class0 Class1 Class2 Class3

Confidentiality

Message encryption
Malware response
Data encryption
Tamper resistance
Device ID management

Integrity

Availability

Data integrity
Platform integrity
Secure booting
Logging
State Info. Transmission

√

√

√

√

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√

√
√

√

√

√

External attack response

√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√
√
√
√

Password management

√

√

√

Access control
Device ID verification

√

√
√

√
√

Security monitoring
Security patch
Security policy
Software safety
Authentication/ Authorization User authentication
Device authentication

Table 6.2 Security requirements according to IoT devices capabilities

(Source: Seungyong Yoon and Others “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”)

This is a study that can be effectively applied on small systems or at early stages of
implementation. The usage of ITU classifications gives a base to its approach.
A different and more complex approach is reported in “IoT security: Review, blockchain
solutions, and open challenges”28. This paper is very rich in references to research works, more than
130, and is focused on IoT security and proposed solutions. Moreover, it proposes the use of
Blockchain technology to solve some of the IoT security issues.
This study is useful because it relates security issues to papers that describe their possible
solutions. The basis for the identification and classification of the possible solutions are synthesized
as follows.
IoT security requirements are the classic CIA (Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability) with
some significant integration and are identified as:
•
•
•
•

Data privacy, confidentiality and integrity
Authentication, authorization and accounting
Availability of services
Energy efficiency

28

IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open challenges Minhaj Ahmad Khan , Khaled Salah
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321017113_IoT_Security_Review_Blockchain_Solutions_and_Open_Challe
nges
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•

Single points of failure

The authors use an IoT deployment architecture based on 3 layers to which correspond specific
security issues.
• Low-level security issues
The first level of security is concerned with the security issues at the physical and data link layers of communication
as well as hardware level.

• Intermediate-level security issues

The intermediate-level security issues are mainly concerned with the communication, routing and session
management taking place at network and transport layers of IoT.

• High-level security issues

The high-level security issues are mainly concerned with the applications executing on IoT.

For each of these layers the authors identify some security issues and a taxonomy based on possible
threats.
From the taxonomy of threats, the authors derive specific tables, one for each level (low,
intermediate and high) where security issues and possible implications are coupled with proposed
solutions found in the scientific literature. An example of these tables is Table 6.3.

Sr#

Security issue

Implications

Affected layers

IoT levels

1

Jamming
adversaries

Disruption and
denial-of-service

Physical layer

Low-level

2

Low-level Sybil
and
spoofing attacks

Network
disruption,
denial-of-service

Physical layer

Low-level

3

Insecure
initialization and
configuration

Privacy violation
and
denial-of-service

Physical layer

Low-level

4

Insecure physical
interface

Privacy violation,
denial-of-service

Hardware

Low-level

5

Sleep deprivation
attack

Energy
consumption

Link layer

Low-level

Proposed solutions
Measuring signal strength,
computing
packet
delivery
ratio,
encoding packets
with error correcting codes,
and change of
frequencies and locations
Signal
strength
measurements, and
channel estimation
Setting data transmission rates
b/w nodes,
and introducing artificial
noise
Avoiding software/firmware
access to USB,
hardware
based
TPM
modules, and
avoiding testing/debugging
tools
Multi-layer based intrusion
detection
system

References
REF
Numbers are
those of the
original
paper

[30,31,66]

[34,35,68–
70]
[32,33,67]

[23]

[36]

Table 6.3 Mapping of low-level IoT security threats, implications, and solutions
(Source: IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open challenges)

This paper also proposes the application of Blockchain technology for some potential use in IoT
security, namely for:
➢ Identity of Things (IDoT) and Governance.
➢ Data Authentication and Integrity.
➢ Authentication, Authorization, and Privacy
➢ Secure Communications. IoT application communication
It should be noted that the use of Blockchain (BC) technology is still affected by some drawbacks
and one of the most relevant is the time needed to complete some operations. This characteristic is
inherent to BC algorithms and limits the use of this technology in all IoT where time is a mandatory
requirement. It is possible that a future scheme for Blockchain will overpass this limitation but the
29

present application of this technology to IoT can be seen only for applications that are not time
constrained.

6.3 IoT specific threats and vulnerabilities
Identification of threats and vulnerabilities is a part of the Risk Analysis process.
Risks Analysis methodologies are well-known, and their description is outside the scope of this paper.
There are many standards and publications available on the subject and there is almost a consensus
in the definitions for the IT environment even though risk definition and evaluation are evolving.
In the following we assume that the reader is familiar with Risk Analysis definitions used in
the IT world.
Our objective is to describe the peculiarities derived by the usage of IoT (ecosystem and/or
devices) and give information on some relevant approaches. The reader will apply the most useful
information to its case because Risk Analysis is a process that must be tailored to a specific
organization even if some general and common principles exist.
6.3.1 IoT specific Threats
Threats are essentially the same as any type of IT equipment plus specific threats derived by
components, software, communication protocols, not used in the IT world.
The context of IoT deployment also brings threats specific for the industry sector or type of
organization considered, e.g. legal and regulatory requirements can be very different and are usually
treated as threats because their non-compliance can cause an impact (fines, suits, image damage, etc.).
It should be noted that context (national and international legislation, regulatory local culture, is
always part of the risk analysis used in the IT world.
However, beyond technical security measures, the adoption of IoT has raised many new legal,
policy and regulatory challenges, broad and complex in scope, that remain unanswered, amplifying
at the same time some existing issues. The rapid rate of change in IoT technology has outpaced the
ability of the associated legal, and regulatory structures to adapt, leaving no clear security framework
to follow. This has led most companies and manufacturers to take their approach when designing IoT
devices, causing interoperability issues between devices from different manufacturers, and between
IoT devices and legacy systems. Proprietary IoT approaches and interoperability issues can also result
in security problems.
For these reasons, ENISA defined a set of Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT. The
guide aimed to provide insight into the security requirements of IoT, mapping critical assets and
relevant threats, assessing possible attacks and identifying potential good practices and security
measures to apply to protect IoT systems29. As already mentioned, the ENISA approach is focused on
IoT as an ecosystem and is evident in Figure 6.1 where an IoT threat taxonomy is depicted.
The ENISA approach is comprehensive for an ecosystem but must be adapted when a different
ecosystem is considered.
The ENISA report Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the context of Smart
Manufacturing (Nov 2018)30 is specialized for the Smart Manufacturing ecosystems.
The threat taxonomy for the second report (Figure 6.2) is not much different and is the result of the
opinion of experts interviewed by ENISA.
It is interesting to note that legal aspects are considered for Smart Manufacturing and not for
Critical Information Infrastructures and vice versa for software vulnerabilities.
ENISA “Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures” November
2017 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/baseline-security-recommendations-for-iot
30
ENISA Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the context of Smart Manufacturing (November 2018)
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/good-practices-for-security-of-iot
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ENISA reports underline a well-known fact, specific threats are context dependent, more precisely
case dependent, even if some general categories (as physical attacks, malfunctions, hacking, etc.) are
the same.

Figure 6.1: IoT Threat taxonomy in the context of Critical Information Infrastructure
(Source: ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures)
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Figure 6.2: IoT Threat taxonomy in the context of Smart Manufacturing
(Source: ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing)

Some of these “new” threats derive from lack of security characteristics of IoT devices, mainly
due to requirements and cost constraints (CPU, memory, bus speed, etc.) other threats are inherent to
32

the physical deployment of the devices that is mandatory for the usage of the device (e.g. sensors and
actuators in a factory environment).
The more schematic is the model of IoT security the simpler is the taxonomy of threats as is in Table
6.4 derived from “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”31.
Kind

Threats

Security Operations

Confidentiality

Illegal Message Modification; Distributed Denial of
Service; Phishing; Pharming; Attack using Web
Interface Vulnerabilities; Illegal Firmware Update;
Replication through the Device Identifying
Information Leakage and Change
Eavesdropping; Illegal Message Modification;
Attacks Through Illegal Intrusion and Access
Physical Removal and Destruction; Unusual
Installation Attempt; Denial of Service Attack;
Network Platform Smashing Attack; Lost or Stolen
Installation and Disposal
Unauthorized User/ Devices Access; Device
Alteration, Appropriation

Transmitted Message Encryption; To
Detect and Defend Against Malware
Infections;
Tamper
Resistance
Function; Device ID Management

Integrity
Availability

Authentication/Authorisation

Data Integrity Verification Function
Periodic
State
Information
Transmission Function; External Attack
Response; Security Patch; Security
Policy Setting
User-Device Authentication; Password
Management; Access Control

Table 6.4 IoT Threats Taxonomy

(Source: “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”)

A more complex approach is in “IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open
challenges” 32 already cited.
In this paper threats are identified as security issues and Figure 6.3 describes the classification
adopted, layered in 3 levels of security cited in the previous paragraph 6.2.2.4 “Academic
approaches”: Low-level security issues. Intermediate-level security issues. High-level security issues are
mainly concerned with the applications executing on IoT.
This approach is different from those usually adopted in IT standards and from ENISA and
NIST. It is focused on the identification of security issues that can occur for devices belonging to one
of the 3 levels of security and each issue is related to scientific papers (identified with a reference
number not included in our figure) with possible solutions o proposals.
It is a list of problems and solutions and, in this sense, it is useful mainly for organizations
facing similar security issues. It is not a comprehensive approach because many threats are not
considered as can be easily seen in comparison with ENISA taxonomy.
Security issues seem a mix of threats, caused by a lack of capabilities, and possible
vulnerabilities (e.g. insecure interfaces) originated by poor design and/or implementation.
Consequently, it is not possible to derive a threat or vulnerability taxonomy.
This “limited” approach has however its value because the 3 layers reflect the technological
capabilities of real IoT devices and security issues are possible ones.
Consequently, “IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open challenges” could be
considered a good source of reference for technicians and managers for approaching IoT to have the
first glimpse of security issues related to the selection of IoT based on technological capabilities.

Seungyong Yoon “Security Considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device Capabilities” Electronics and
Telecommunication’s Research Institute, Daejeon Rep. of Korea, 2017
32
IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open challenges Minhaj Ahmad Khan , Khaled Salah
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321017113_IoT_Security_Review_Blockchain_Solutions_and_Open_Challe
nges
31
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Figure 6.3: A taxonomy of security issues

(Source: “IoT security: Review, blockchain solutions, and open challenges”)
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6.3.2 IoT specific Vulnerabilities
Specific IoT vulnerabilities depend on the components, software, communication protocols,
not used in the IT world. It is an extension of the already big universe of IT vulnerabilities.
The generally adopted approach to vulnerabilities does not include a taxonomy, except for the
cited paper “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”, that is quite
schematic but can be useful for small organizations with a limited amount of IoT and IT systems.
This simple approach is synthesized in Table 6.5 with a taxonomy of vulnerabilities specifically for
the IoT:

Kind

Vulnerabilities

Requirements

Confidentiality

Sensitive Data Leak; User Data Leak; Data and
Device Takeover; Root Privilege Takeover; Data and
Device replication
Sensitive Data Leak; Firmware and Operating
System Permissions Takeover
Malfunction; Data and Device Takeover; System
Operation and Malfunction; Malware Infection;
Sustainable Security Error

Message Encryption; Data Encryption;
Tamper Resistance; Device ID
Management
Data Integrity; Platform Integrity;
Secure Booting
Periodic
State
Information
Transmission;
External
Attack
Response;
Security
Monitoring;
Security Patch; Software Safety;
Malware Response
User
Authentication;
Device
Authentication; Device ID Verification;
Access Control; Password Management

Integrity
Availability

Authentication/Authorization

Privilege Takeover; Data and Device Takeover;
Illegal Access; Data Leak

Table 6.5 IoT Vulnerabilities Taxonomy

(Source: “Security considerations Based on Classification of IoT Device capabilities”)

A different and more complete approach can be found in cited paper: “IoT security: Review,
blockchain solutions, and open challenges”
Vulnerability is defined indirectly because The security threats in IoT exploit vulnerabilities
of various components such as applications/interfaces, network components, software, firmware, and
physical devices, existing at different levels.
Various types of vulnerabilities are examined, among them:
hardware/firmware
vulnerabilities. Due to the low-cost and low-power devices becoming ubiquitous, the IoT architecture
may become more complex and possibly exposed to hardware vulnerabilities. Not only physical
malfunctioning but also the implementation of security algorithms in the hardware, routing and packet
processing mechanisms should be carefully verified. Any vulnerabilities exploited after deployment
become difficult to detect and alleviate.
The cited paper refers also to a list of 10 Top IoT Vulnerabilities compiled by 33 Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP), it has been updated in 2016 and its ranking perhaps is not
still valid, but the listed vulnerabilities are very important and must be addressed for correct IoT
deployment. The list is in Table 6.6.

33

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Top_IoT_Vulnerabilities
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Rank

I1

I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
I7
I8
I9
I10

Title
•

Insecure Web Interface

•

Insufficient Authentication/Authorization

•

Insecure Network Services

•

Lack of Transport Encryption/Integrity Verification

•

Privacy Concerns

•

Insecure Cloud Interface

•

Insecure Mobile Interface

•

Insufficient Security Configurability

•

Insecure Software/Firmware

•

Poor Physical Security
Table 6.6: Top IoT Vulnerabilities
(Source: OWASP)

ENISA in the cited report 34“Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of
Critical Information Infrastructures” highlights the need of vulnerability management for
vulnerabilities described as follows The most common IoT devices are often vulnerable due to
weak/default passwords, software bugs, and configuration errors, posing a risk to the network. This
threat is usually connected to others, like exploit kits, and it is considered crucial.
The report is based on interviews with experts and managers involved in IoT projects and
vulnerabilities are one of the main concerns for a possible attack based on protocol vulnerabilities
and exploit of power source and data reading vulnerabilities.
To cope with these problems ENISA suggest a set of good practices for security vulnerabilities and/or
incident.
Almost the same focus on vulnerability management is taken by ENISA in 35 Baseline Security
Recommendations for IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”
ENISA “Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures” November
2017 https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/baseline-security-recommendations-for-iot
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ENISA Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the context of Smart Manufacturing (November 2018)
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/good-practices-for-security-of-iot
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In this report the assessment of vulnerabilities is an object of specific operations and good practices,
the methodology is almost the same with minor changes due to different contexts and the consequent
emphasis on different aspect of IoT deployment.
NIST document NIST IR 8228 “Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT)
Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks”36 gives special consideration to Vulnerability Management:
Identify and eliminate known vulnerabilities in IoT device software and firmware in order to reduce
the likelihood and ease of exploitation and compromise”.
NIST report NIST IR 8259 “Recommendations for IoT Device Manufacturers: Foundational
Activities and Core Device Cybersecurity Capability Baseline”37 indicates “software and firmware
throughout the devices’ lifecycles in order to reduce the likelihood and ease of exploitation and
compromise. Vulnerabilities can be eliminated by installing updates (e.g., patches) and changing
configuration settings.” Moreover, the report suggests that during the pre-market phase the
manufacturer should focus on specific topics like vulnerability response program, vulnerability
database monitoring, threat intelligence service use, to manage vulnerability assessment.
Vulnerability remediation is the following phase that aims to prioritize the efforts for the remediation
of all known software vulnerabilities. During this phase some relevant parameters like remediation
effort, the potential impact of exploitation and estimated resources for attacker, could be used.
NIST 8259 report considers also the post-market phase when new vulnerabilities must be
managed in cooperation with users. This phase includes proper and clear communication that helps
users to identify the faulty components and the relevance of the vulnerability with an evaluation of
the likelihood of exploitation. Moreover, communication should include the need for the updates and
their suggested timing. Information on new vulnerabilities should be paired with procedures for
remediation, temporary countermeasures if a complete is not yet available.
ENISA and NIST approaches are convergent in highlighting the fundamental importance of
vulnerability management as a basis for IoT security. Vulnerability management is a process that
includes assessment (identification and evaluation) and remediation (production and test of fixes,
distribution of patches, feedback from the field). Appropriate communication with users is also
necessary. This process is the same already defined and included in the best practices of the IT world,
differences are in technologies used for IoT devices.

6.4 IoT specific impact
IoT devices are usually of low cost and the impact on the devices themselves could be low in
terms of replacement or repairing damages. But the real impact derives by IoT usage and consequent
damages impact on the process in which IoT devices are used.
An example from everyday life, Smart meters improve energy usage by monitoring
movements or the presence of inhabitants in a house and shut down energy-consuming devices when
no one is at home or in unoccupied rooms. However, if such records of our movements or absence in
the house fall into the wrong hands, security could be compromised.
Then there are concerns about the privacy of the information being gathered, who has access
to it and how it will be used. Having such privacy and security concerns about an upcoming
technology is not new or unwarranted. We felt the same when Internet-based email systems were first
made available or accessing our data in cloud-based infrastructures. How the industry promoting IoT
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NIST IR 8228 Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks (June 2019)
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2019/NIST.IR.8228.pdf
37
NIST IR 8259 “Recommendations for IoT Device Manufacturers: Foundational Activities and Core Device Cybersecurity
Capability Baseline” https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/nistir/8259/draft
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deals with such issues will be important. If they can consistently demonstrate the safe usage of IoT,
it could open possibilities for a cleaner, better and productive life for all of us38.
Consequently, the level of protection for a given IoT asset should vary depending on the
process and the use scenario of IoT (ecosystem and/or devices).
It is worth to note that academic papers on IoT security usually do not consider impact except
for limited cases mainly due to the focus on IoT as devices.
NIST report NISTIR 8228 “Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT)
Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks” has some warnings about the potential impact of some IoT devices
making changes to physical systems and thus affecting the physical world needs to be explicitly
recognized and addressed from cybersecurity and privacy perspectives. Also, operational
requirements for performance, reliability, resilience, and safety may be at odds with common
cybersecurity and privacy practices for conventional IT devices
A security goal is Protect individuals’ privacy impacted by PII processing beyond risks
managed through device and data security protection. This goal applies to all IoT devices that
process PII or that directly or indirectly impact individuals.
There is no further specification or suggestion on how to evaluate these impacts and this is coherent
with NIST focus on IoT mainly considered as devices.
ENISA approach is considering IoT as an ecosystem and this gives the possibility of analyzing
and evaluate IoT impact using the well-known best practice of attack scenarios.
ENISA report “Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical
Information Infrastructures” states “For each IoT environment it is necessary to carry out a risk
assessment to go through the threats that can affect the different assets, define the plausible attack
scenarios, and put them in the context of the IoT service defined, working out which hazards are
critical or not and which ones can be mitigated.”
The report used interviews to determine and weigh the severity of impact of identified threats
and the result is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: IoT threats impact
(Source: ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures)

Srydar Iyengar “Impact of IoT on IT, Business and our lives”, Innovation Enterprise, 9 oct 2019,
https://channels.theinnovationenterprise.com/articles/8745-impact-of-internet-of-things-iot-on-it-business-and-ourlives
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The threats and risks identified could be used by attackers to cause cascade effects and further
damages at different levels in the infrastructures. From literature and experts’ opinions ENISA
defined some relevant attack scenarios. Attacks may take place throughout the whole process, and
the impact they may have on each specific part of the process has also been considered by ENISA
that ranks importance for each sample attack scenario from low and medium through high and crucial.
For ENISA experts these levels represent the negative impact these attacks could have on a real-life
incident. This information is synthesized in Table 6.7.

ATTACK SCENARIOS

IMPORTANCE
LEVEL

1. Against the network link between controller(s) and actuators

High – Crucial

2. Against sensors, modifying the values read by them or their threshold values and
settings

High – Crucial

3. Against actuators, modifying or sabotaging their normal settings

High – Crucial

4. Against the administration systems of IoT

High – Crucial
High

5. Exploiting protocol vulnerabilities
6. Against devices, injecting commands into the system console

High – Crucial

7. Stepping stones attacks

Medium – High
Crucial

8. DDoS using an IoT botnet
9. Power source manipulation and exploitation of vulnerabilities in data
readings

Medium – High
Medium –
Crucial

10. Ransomware

Table 6.7: IoT attack scenarios
(Source: “ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information Infrastructures”)

In a different context (Smart Automation) ENISA report
“Baseline Security
Recommendations for IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing “ follows the same approach to IoT
ecosystem that is characterized by the potential impact exerted by new threats ranges from
compromising physical security to production downtime, spoilage of product, damage to equipment
and the ensuing financial and reputational losses.
Using a similar path, the report defines a set of attack scenarios depicted in Table 6.8.
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AT ATTACK SCENARIOS TACK SCENARIOS

SEVE IMPORTANCE

LEVEL
1. Against the connection between the controller (e.g. DCS, PLC) and the
actuators
2. Against sensors (modification of measured values / states, their
reconfiguration, etc.)

High

High

3. Against actuators (suppressing their state, modifying the configuration)

High - Crucial

4. Against the information transmitted via the network

High - Crucial

5. Against IIoT gateways

High - Crucial

6. Manipulation of remote controller devices (e.g. operating panels,
smartphones)
7. Against the Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS)

High
Crucial
High

8. Malware
9. DDoS attack using (IoT) botnets
10. Stepping stones attacks (e.g. against the Cloud)
11. Human error-based and social engineering attacks
12. Highly personalised attacks using Artificial Intelligence Technologies

Medium - High
Medium
High
Medium - High

Table 6.8: IIoT attack scenarios
(Source: “ENISA Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”)

The number and type of attack scenarios are quite different from those of the previous report but this
the consequence of the fact that the impact must be contextualized.

6.5 Final considerations
An IoT devices’ point of view is adopted in document 39 that underlines that the security and
the privacy protection of objects and users of IoT systems is a crucial challenge that must be regarded
with attention.
The approach to IoT devices security is well represented by NIST’s documents and the
challenge of confronting with the heterogeneity of IoT technologies increases the complexity of the
security processes, since each technology is characterized by different vulnerabilities.
However, as documented earlier in this chapter, there is also a more systemic approach such
as that of ENISA which considers IoT as an eco-system and, in our opinion, it is perhaps the most
useful for considering the overall security and not only that of the individual devices.

Panagiotis I. Radoglou Grammatikis and others “Securing the Internet of Things: Challenges, Threats and Solutions”
ELSEVIER IoT Volume 5, November 29, 2018
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/329183740_Securing_the_Internet_of_Things_Challenges_Threats_and_S
olutions
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According to this approach, security concerns the entire IoT system and therefore the classic
risk analysis and security management methods already in use for ICT systems can be used with the
obvious integration deriving from the peculiarities of the IoT devices.
The very initial phase of the risk analysis, the inventory of the assets, will certainly be more
complex even if the number of IoTs makes it necessary to use automatic tools. Having an accurate
inventory of IoT will also be useful to focus on the identification of risks on those deriving from the
type of IoT device used, thus reducing the effort necessary for subsequent analysis and mitigation.
Also, the vulnerability assessment tools (including penetration tests) will have to be adapted, if
necessary, to manage the protocols and software used in the IoT world.
An important aspect of the security of IoT devices derives from the adoption of de-facto
standards in terms of microprocessors of communication standards. The vast majority of IoTs are
based on a small set of CPUs that are used for the most diverse purposes, a similar consideration
applies to communication protocols. These peculiarities constitute on one hand a weakness in that the
attackers can easily document and experiment attack methods, on the other hand it will be easier to
produce intrinsically secure microprocessors.
Moreover, a systemic view of IoT allows us to hypothesize, if secure IoT devices cannot be
used, to provide adequate compensative security measures in the upper levels of the system.
IT/OT convergence appears to be “inevitable” for many technical and economic aspects, but
it requires solving many problems. One of the most important is the “cultural” gap among ICT
personnel and teams used to operate in OT (IIoT, IoT), this difference is originated mainly by the
“security of information” view typical if the IT world whereas “safety and performance first” is an
almost mandatory approach of the industrial environment. To eliminate this gap an effective
approach could be forming mixed teams of IT and OT specialists. Specific training courses on
differences and convergence of different technologies can pave the way to a better understanding and
cooperation40.

Garrett Myler “Team Dynamics & Reducing the IT / OT Convergence Security Deficit” ISA (International Society of
Automation) Webinar 20 May 2020
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7.IoT’s Security by Design (Glauco Bertocchi, Alberto Traballesi)
7.1 Introduction
Security by design is becoming the main-stream development approach to secure software
systems from scratch to ensure the security and privacy of the systems. In such an approach, among
the vary security procedures the most excellent are selected and enforced by the structural design,
and then used as guiding principles for developers. Thus, the focus is to provide solutions for
enforcing the necessary authentication, authorization, confidentiality, data integrity, privacy,
accountability, availability, safety and non-repudiation requirements, even when the system is under
attack.
Besides, to ensure the security of a software system, not only it is important to design a strong
security architecture, but it is essential to safeguard the realized architecture also during software
evolution41.

7.2 ENISA’s approach
ENISA42 in a study focused on Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) for IoT, (Nov 2019),
strongly recommends security and privacy by design and by default. Accordingly, an effective and
proactive means to reduce the number and severity of vulnerabilities in IoT is to develop applications
securely, making use of secure SDLC principles and developers trained in secure coding. Several
security challenges of the IoT can be addressed by establishing a set of secure development
guidelines, such as checking for security vulnerabilities, secure deployment, ensuring continuity of
secure development in cases of integrators, continuous delivery, etc.
ENISA recognizes that IoT is at the core of operations for many Operators of Essential
Services (OES), as defined in the NIS Directive …Therefore, it is important to understand what
exactly needs to be secured and to implement specific security measures to protect the IoT from cyber
threats.
One very important phase to secure IoT for OES is a secure SDLC. In this regard, the ENISA
study aims to identify a set of good practices and guidelines to be applied in the different phases of
the secure SDLC of IoT solutions.
During the study, experts were asked what the main phases of the SDLC were. Many of them
considered that the SDLC comprises the six phases shown in Figure 7.1.

Joanna C. S. Santos and others “A Catalog of Security Architecture Weaknesses”, IEEE International Conference on
Software Architecture Workshops (ICSAW), April 2017
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/317929320_A_Catalog_of_Security_Architecture_Weaknesses.
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ENISA “Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software Development Lifecycle” November 2019.
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/good-practices-for-security-of-iot-1
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Figure 7.1: SDLC Phases

( Source: “ENISA “Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software Development Lifecycle” 2018)

The IoT Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) needs to be secured and proper
considerations to be taken into account by all involved stakeholders from the beginning of the
software development process up to its maintenance and disposal.
ENISA study is a comprehensive one for IoT design, development, testing and maintenance
following SDLC principles
First, the document analyses cybersecurity considerations in the different phases of IoT
SDLC. An asset taxonomy, derived from the general one by ENISA, is defined.
Security means not only built and deploy secure software but also have a secure IoT SDLC
because this process can be exposed to many threats. Consequently, the study identifies the security
threats affecting IoT SDLC and details some examples of potential attack scenarios. Moreover, a
detailed description of threats and mapping to the corresponding assets that they might impact, is
provided.
Finally, the document lists numerous best practices and security measures to secure the SDLC
process.
Asset taxonomy includes the following categories: Human factor; Software design; Software
development; Software deployment; Data; Maintenance; Software components; SDLC
infrastructure.
Each category is divided into subgroups and an example of possible members is provided for each
subgroup.
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Table.7.1 shows an example (Human factor) of the asset classification table of the ENISA document.
Asset group

Subgroup

Indicative assets

Description
Individual or team responsible for analysing data that are
used by a business or organisation or a specific business
function.

Business owners /
BI analysts

Testers Q/A

People in charge of the quality of the software (QA staff),
by means of checking it.

Integrators

Specialist people in putting different IT components
together, working as a whole system

Software Developers

People that develop software applications

Software Architects

Expert who makes high-level design choices and dictates
technical standards, including software coding standards,
tools, and platforms.

UI/UIX Designers

Designers responsible for the user interface of an IoT
application that need to work closely together.

Software Designers

Software designers that use principles of science and
mathematics to develop IoT applications.

(Chief) Information
Security Officer

International Standards and Best Practices applicable in
the work process management

Security engineers

Security engineers are responsible for the security
aspects in the design of systems that need to be able to
deal robustly with possible sources of disruption, ranging
from natural disasters to malicious acts.

Penetration Testers

Professional specialized in security that attempt to crack
into a system for the purposes of security testing.

Incident Response Team

Group of people who prepare for and respond to any
emergency incident, such as a natural disaster or an
interruption of business operations.

Software Team

Human factor

Security Team

Operators/Administ
rators/DevOps/SRE
(Operations Team)

People with this role undertake ongoing activities that are
required for the provision of IoT software or services.

End Users

People that use the software applications

Contractors/Subcontractors

Entities or companies that provide services or products
relevant to the processes of IoT software development.

Table 7.1 Example of asset classification for IoT SDLC

(Source: ENISA “Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software Development Lifecycle”)

According to the ENISA document during processing threat requirements, it is useful to keep
in mind their modeling. This means that possible threats, such as structural vulnerabilities, can be
identified, enumerated and prioritized. The STRIDE methodology is mentioned (Spoofing,
Tampering, Repudiation, disclosure of Information, Denial of service and Elevation of privilege) that
is useful for identifying and classifying threats.
Threat modeling begins in the requirements phase with the identification of critical resources
and is completed in the software design phase when the risks have been assessed and classified and
their mitigation has been planned.
Within the IoT, the digital and physical worlds are no longer separate from each other. The
cyber-physical nature, as well as the different IoT components and application domains introduce
additional parameters into the threat model equation. Due to the use of sensors and actuators that act
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as frontiers between the logical and physical worlds, safety aspects and considerations should also be
measured during the design phase. There are indeed sector-specific threats that need to be applied,
such as interoperability with legacy-type devices still in use
Similarly, the ENISA document identifies a taxonomy of threats (category, subcategory and
specific threats) and produces a series of tables that relate threats and assets of the SDLC process, an
example of which is in Table 7.2.
Category

Sub-Category

Threat

Corporate Espionage

Description

Assets Affected

Theft of data to gather critical and
valuable information, by an employee
or by some other company
(competitors), throughout the
development lifecycle process,
affecting the final product, intellectual
property, time to market, etc.

Software Component
Data
Human Factor
Software
Development
SDLC infrastructure

Data
Human factor

Personnel

Sabotage

Fraudulent activities
Insider Threat

Intentional unauthorised actions (nonfulfilment or defective fulfilment of
personal duties) aimed at causing a
disruption or damage during the
software development, to obstruct the
process, to affect the integrity of the
software or to ultimately compromise
the objective of the software.

A team member or an attacker may
use confidential information or exploit
system vulnerabilities to carry out
fraudulent activities (theft of sensitive
information, industrial espionage, or
extortion) that may affect the integrity
of the software or cause damages to
third parties.

Blackmailed staff

A member of the team is under duress
from a malicious third party to carry
out certain actions that could
compromise the security of software in
exchange of not revealing
embarrassing, disgraceful or
otherwise damaging information about
the employee. It is a form of extortion.

Disgruntled staff

A disgruntled employee may
deliberately use his or her privileges in
order to seek revenge by leaking
sensitive information to competitors or
other companies that offer some kind
of incentive to the employee to
compensate for this dissatisfaction.

Corrupted staff

A corrupt employee may deliberately
seek to exploit his or her privileges in
relation to corporate resources to his or
her own benefit, leveraging the said
resources for personal gain despite not
being dissatisfied with the situation at
the organisation.

Software Design
Software
Development
SDLC
infrastructure
Software components
Software Deployment
Maintenance

Data
Human factor
Software Design
Software
Development
SDLC
infrastructure
Software
components
Software Deployment
Maintenance

Human Factor

Human Factor

Human Factor

Table 7.2 Threats and asset relation

(Source: ENISA “Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software Development Lifecycle”)
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Finally, best security practices are indicated during the SDLC process for IoT. They have been
grouped into 3 main categories:
1) People: security considerations that affect all stakeholders involved in the life cycle of
IoT solutions, from the software developers to the end-users of the product.
2) Processes: secure development addresses security in the process of software
development when a software project is conceived, initiated, developed, and brought to
market.
3) Technologies: technical measures and elements used in order to reduce vulnerabilities
and flaws during the software development process.
The relative security measures, several dozen, are also explained in detail in Annex A to the ENISA’s
study, moreover Annex B to the study contains an exhaustive list of standards and best practices to
be used in the SDLC for IoT.
An IoT security architecture is based primarily on the CIA triad (Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability). However, other relevant aspects should be considered such as physical and logical
access control, configuration management.
However, the IoT is strongly related to the cyber world and the security implications are
significant and particularly relevant when designing an IoT solution that, in ENISA's vision, does not
only include IoT devices but the entire ecosystem which also contains everything connected to these
devices.
Consequently, the ENISA document underlines the assessment and evaluation phases. The
current cybersecurity posture of the ecosystem is important for establishing a plan to maintain this
attitude and improve it. The study suggests the use of Security Maturity Models (SMM) as a useful
tool for organisations to define their level of security accordingly to the design requirements.
Others recognised industry standards cited by the document are: Common Criteria (CC),
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI), Building Security in Maturity Model (BSIMM),
Security for industrial automation and control systems Part 4-1 - Secure product development
lifecycle requirements (IEC 62443-4-1), among others.
ENISA’s approach to security by design is also present in the previously cited “Good
practices for Security of IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”, November 2018
In this document Security by design and Privacy by design are included as domains of security
measures and best practices. Five best practices are listed for Security by design and five are
suggested for Privacy by design.
In Table 7.3 an example, taken from annex B of the ENISA’s document, is shown.
DOMAIN

Security by design

SECURITY MEASURE/GOOD
PRACTICE
PS-02: Address cybersecurity
through embedded features of
endpoints rather than only on
the network level, if it is
possible considering
constraints such as limited
computing power.
Embed cybersecurity
in automation
systems by

THREAT GROUPS

REF.

•
•
•

Nefarious activity
/ Abuse
Failures /
Malfunction
s

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto ISAC - Automotive Cybersecurity Best Practices Executive Summary
Cloud Security Alliance - Identity and Access
Management for the Internet of Things - Summary
Guidance
Cloud Security Alliance - Security Guidance for Early
Adopters of the Internet of Things
GSMA (Global System for Mobile
Communications) - GSMA CLP.11 IoT Security
Guidelines Overview Document
Huawei - IoT Security White Paper 2017
IIC (Industrial Internet Consortium) - Industrial Internet
of Things Volume G4: Security Framework
Symantec - An Internet of Things Reference Architecture
VDC - Industry 4.0: Secure by design

Table 7.3 Example of Security by design best practice

(Source: ENISA “Good practices for Security of IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”)
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7.3 NIST’s approach
The approach adopted by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) confirms
that Internet of Things (IoT) devices often lack the own cybersecurity capabilities that can help their
customers – organizations and individuals –to mitigate cybersecurity risks.
Summarizing, customers may not know they need to alter their existing processes to
accommodate IoT. The result is many IoT devices are not secured in the face of evolving threats;
therefore, attackers can more easily compromise IoT devices and use them to harm device customers
and conduct additional nefarious acts against other organizations.
Manufacturers can help customers to address the challenges of IoT cybersecurity by
improving the security of their IoT devices. In this way the devices provide capabilities that customers
– both organizations and individuals – need to secure them within their systems and environments.
Manufacturers should provide their customers with cybersecurity-related information43.
The NIST approach is to analyse the development cycle of IoT devices by the manufacturer
and which security requirements have to be considered, implemented and documented also because
of the deployment of the IoT devices by customers.
This means the IoT devices offer device cybersecurity capabilities that device customers need
to secure within their systems and environments. IoT device manufacturers will learn how they can
help IoT device customers with cybersecurity risk management by carefully considering which device
cybersecurity capabilities to design into their devices for customers to be used in managing
cybersecurity risk.
From a manufacturer’s perspective, the pre-market phase of an IoT device’s life encompasses
what the manufacturer does before the device is marketed and sold to a customer. Any actions the
manufacturer takes for an IoT device after it is sold, such as addressing vulnerabilities, delivering
updated or new device capabilities, or providing cybersecurity information to customers, are
considered part of the post-market phase.
Figure 7.2 shows the activities covered in the NIST document, arranged by the phase in which
the outcomes of the activities will be used to increase device security. As indicated in the figure,
activities highlighted for each phase build on each other within that phase such that each pre-market
activity will build on the outcomes of prior activities.
While highlighted activities impacting the post-market phase may use outcomes from premarket activities, they may also draw on other sources of guidance and information.
In synthesis, improving how securable an IoT device is for customers means helping
customers meet their own risk mitigation goals, which involves addressing a set of risk mitigation
areas. Even customers without formal risk mitigation goals, such as home consumers, often have
informal and indirect goals, like having their IoT device provide the desired functionality as expected,
that are dependent to some extent on addressing risk mitigation areas.

Michael Fagan and others “Recommendations for IoT Device Manufacturers: Foundational Activities and Core Device
Cybersecurity Capability Baseline” Draft (2nd) NISTIR 8259, NIST, January 2020
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2020/NIST.IR.8259-draft2.pdf
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Figure 7.2: Activities Discussed in the Document Grouped by Phase Impacted
(Source: NIST.IR. 8259-draft2 January 2020)

7.4 Final considerations
The basis for ENISA and NIST approaches is common and is known as Secure by Design that
must be adapted when used for IoT as an ecosystem or IoT devices.
ENISA approach is a systemic one whereas NIST’s is more pragmatic and focused to define
security baselines, but both have the same objective of building IoT (ecosystems and devices)
secure by design.
Summarizing, Security by design means that the software has been designed from the
foundation to be secure with an approach to software and hardware development that seeks to make
systems as free of vulnerabilities and impervious to attack as possible through such measures as
continuous testing, authentication safeguards and adherence to best programming practices 44.
Privacy by design is another relevant aspect, especially in the EU, that should be addressed
since the design phase whenever is possible. A suggested solution, when necessary and appropriate,
is to conduct a Privacy Impact Analysis (PIA) –in line with GDPR requirements- for the data that
will be processed by the device and it will be integrated with the overall risk management process 45.
Chapter 8 of present document is dedicated to IoT Privacy Risks management under the
GDPR framework.

Margaret Rouse “Security by Design”, Tech Target, July 2015,
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/security-by-design
45
Idem of Note 39, ENISA “Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software Development Lifecycle” November
2019.Annex B PS-09
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8. Approaching IoT Privacy Risks management under the GDPR
framework (Luigi Carrozzi)
8.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the best practices for privacy risk management through an end to end
approach for systems and services based on IoT technologies. The massive accumulation and related
processing of personal data, common to IoT ecosystems, rise concerns of unfair, unsecure, unlawful
processing and the possibilities to identify or re-identify the data subjects.
As pointed out about IoT in the previous AIIC report on Big Data, when we drive a car,
use a smartphone, interact with a home appliance or simply consume electric power measured by
smart meter (see the IOT landscape, Figure 8.1), the “intelligence” embedded in those objects through
sensors and the electronic capabilities provided, is able to collect, process and transfer very personal
information about private life of individuals, such as communications, geographic locations,
behaviours and preferences. It’s a matter of fact that many objects of our everyday life are
increasingly becoming smarter as they are enriched with these features and the privacy concerns are
related to the personal information processed (i.e. collection, recording, transfer and any other
processing operations) resulting from the interactions with such Things.

Figure 8.1 The IoT landscape
(Source: Goldman Sachs - The Internet of Things: Making sense of the next mega-trend)

But, when we consider wearable and implantable devices, there is a paradigm shift from
IoT to IoB, the Internet of Beings. With IoB information is collected directly from our body typically
as physiological parameters revealing our health conditions or, for example, when measuring the level
of specific blood substances46, if we are happy or sad, with foreseeable risks that an improper use of
such data may entail for the fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals.
46

Hacking Into Your Happy Chemicals: Dopamine, Serotonin, Endorphins and Oxytocin. Thai Nguyen, The HuffPost
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The benefits provided by IoT must necessarily be seen within the ecosystem consisting
of applications that will use the potential of 5G wireless networks (waiting for the already announced
6th Generation technology), the power of Big Data and Artificial Intelligence systems.
Manufacturers, application developers and system integrators are using the potential of these new
technologies to enable a new generation of high customers’ value products, solutions and services as
the following Figure 8.2 shows.

Figure 8.2
(Source: EMC Digital Universe with Research & Analysis by IDC
The Digital Universe of Opportunities: Rich Data and the Increasing Value of the Internet of Things)

On the other hand, the current scenario of massive use of IoT sensors in public and private
environments is increasingly enabling collection, aggregation and analysis of enormous amounts of
data about individuals. These data may be prone to cybersecurity attack, unfairly and unlawfully used
to profile, influence individuals’ behaviour or decisions, or even transfer to third parties for enabling
processing operations for purposes not compatible with the original IoT collection purposes. Further
processing may also enable unlawful re-identification of individuals.
In this chapter we will consider the EU General Data Protection regulation (GDPR)47 as legislative
and operational privacy reference framework to deal with data protection issues of IoT technology.

8.2 The privacy concerns of IoT
On privacy concerns of IoT technology it’s worth to recall the Article 29 Working Party48
Opinion on the IoT technology49. Lack of control and information asymmetry, quality of the user’s
consent, inferences derived from data and repurposing of original processing, intrusive bringing out
of behaviour patterns and profiling, limitations on the possibility to remain anonymous when using
47

Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of The European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing Directive
95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation)
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32016R0679
48
The Article 29 Working Party (Art. 29 WP) is the independent European working party that dealt with issues relating
to the protection of privacy and personal data until 25 May 2018 (entry into application of the GDPR), now EDPB European Data Protection Board
49
“Opinion 8/2014 on the on Recent Developments on the Internet of Things” Adopted on 16 September 2014. Although
the Opinion is based on the repealed Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, it still maintains its value also in the context
of provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation.
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services and security risks are highlighted as emerging privacy issues when using IoT technology.
Let’s see them in detail.
Lack of control and information asymmetry
Personal data protection closely relates to the amount of control that individuals have over
their data. It is not infrequent, for example, that personal data are processed for purposes not
compatible with the purposes for which they were initially collected. Having control over personal
data means, in a nutshell, knowing who is processing what, why and being able to exercise the rights
on such data. IoT ecosystems, in particular, may generate lack of control over personal data. WP29
in the Opinion 8/2014 notes that:
“As a result of the need to provide pervasive services in an unobtrusive manner, users might in
practice find themselves under third-party monitoring. This may result in situations where the user
can lose all control on the dissemination of his/her data, depending on whether or not the collection
and processing of this data will be made in a transparent manner or not. More generally, interaction
between objects, between objects and individuals’ devices, between individuals and other objects,
and between objects and back-end systems will result in the generation of data flows that can hardly
be managed with the classical tools used to ensure the adequate protection of the data subjects’
interests and rights. For instance, unlike other types of content, IoT-pushed data may not be
adequately reviewable by the data subject prior to publication, which undeniably generates a risk of
lack of control and excessive self-exposure for the user.
The legislative framework of GDPR states several key rights in order to enable individuals to take
control of their personal data. As pointed out in recital 7) new challenges for the protection of personal
data have brought by the rapid technological development and….Natural persons should have control
of their own personal data. Legal and practical certainty for natural persons, economic operators
and public authorities should be enhanced”. In this sense control of personal data becomes a pivotal
element of privacy which enables the trust necessary to the growth of digital economy.
Quality of the user’s consent
WP29 Opinion 8/2014 highlights the importance of a quality consent since the user may not
be aware of the data processing carried out by specific objects. The quality of consent is relevant in
term of legal basis for the corresponding data processing under EU law. But the current mechanism
used to obtain individuals’ consent “….may be difficult to apply in the IoT, resulting in a “lowquality” consent based in a lack of information or in the factual impossibility to provide fine-tuned
consent in line with the preferences expressed by individuals.. The example provided is about smart
watches since: “….most observers may not distinguish a normal watch from a connected one, when
the latter may yet embed cameras, microphones and motion sensors that can record and transfer data
without the individuals being aware of, and even less consenting to such processing”.
On the other hand, the opinion considers the reality of user behaviour with the awareness that in many
cases “the possibility to renounce certain services or features of an IoT device is more a theoretical
concept than a real alternative”. The opinion envisages new mechanisms for obtaining a user’s valid
consent such as Privacy Proxies and Sticky Policies50.
Under GDPR, consent is one of six legal bases for processing personal data. GDPR art. 7) states the
requirements for a valid legal consent providing among others that “….the request for consent shall
be presented in a manner which is clearly distinguishable from the other matters, in an intelligible
and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language. Recital 32) furtherly specifies that
“…Consent should be given by a clear affirmative act establishing a freely given, specific, informed
The following article “Sticky Policies: A Survey - Daniele Miorandi, Alessandra Rizzardi, IEEE member, Sabrina Sicari,
IEEE member, and Alberto Coen-Porisini”, provides a comprehensive description of Sticky Policy mechanism.
http://www.dicom.uninsubria.it/~sabrina.sicari/public/documents/journal/2019_StickyPolicies.pdf
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and unambiguous indication of the data subject's agreement to the processing of personal data
relating to him or her, such as by a written statement, including by electronic means, or an oral
statement…”. Further clarifications on the notion of consent can be found in the WP29 Guidelines on
consent under Regulation 2016/67951.
Inferences derived from data and repurposing of original processing
The Opinion 8/2014 points out about the very frequent case of “Third parties” requesting
access to collected personal data for different purposes:
“Apparently insignificant data originally collected through a device (e.g. the accelerometer and the
gyroscope of a smartphone) can then be used to infer other information with a totally different
meaning (e.g. the individual’s driving habits)”….IoT stakeholders make sure that the data is used
for purposes that are all compatible with the original purpose of the processing and that these
purposes are known to the user.
The “Purpose limitation” principle provides that personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit
and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner that is incompatible with those
purposes. The amount of data generated by the IoT devices and the capability of Big Data applications
make possible the processing of such data for “further uses” that may be different from the original
purpose, thus infringing the principle of purpose limitation.
Intrusive bringing out of behaviour patterns and profiling
Massive collection of personal data, typically originated from different sources, may reveal
very personal information about individuals such as habits, behaviours and preferences also enabling
the capacity to (re)identify and profile data subjects.
The Opinion 8/2014 warns: “…With the IoT, such potential surveillance might now reach the most
private sphere of the individuals’ life, including homes…. Such a trend would be very intrusive on
the private life and the intimacy of individuals and should be very closely monitored.”
Limitations on the possibility to remain anonymous when using services
It’s clear that as we as individuals increase the interaction with different IoT devices, the
chances to remain anonymous decrease accordingly. WP29 Opinion 8/2014 in this regard notes that:
“The collection of multiple MAC addresses of multiple sensor devices will help create unique
fingerprints and more stable identifiers which IoT stakeholders will be able to attribute to specific
individuals…In such circumstances, some sensor data are particularly vulnerable to re-identification
attacks. In the light of the above, it is clear that remaining anonymous and preserving one’s privacy
in the IoT will become increasingly difficult. The development of the IoT entails significant data
protection and privacy concerns in that regard.”
Security risks: security vs. efficiency
The capacity to provide effective measures to ensure on a continuous base integrity,
availability and confidentiality of data processed by IoT devices should be considered very
challenging considering the technical characteristics of these objects and the multiple and
heterogeneous contexts of applications. In this regard, The WP29 Opinion 8/2014 points out that “….
there is a risk that the IoT may turn an everyday object into a potential privacy and information
security target while distributing those targets far more widely than the current version of the
Internet. Less secure connected devices represent potentially efficient new ways of attack including
51

Article 29 Working Party Guidelines on consent under Regulation 2016/679 (WP259 rev.01)- Adopted on 28 November
2017 As last Revised and Adopted on 10 April 2018
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the ease of surveillance practices, data breaches resulting in personal data being stolen or
compromised that can have widespread effects on consumer rights and individual’s perception of the
security of the IoT.” Moreover, WP29 indicates an overall approach, based on the principle of the
end-to-end security, which should became a best practice to be adopted by manufacturers, developers,
producers, solutions providers and the other actors of this industry sector: “With regard to the endto-end security, the result of the integration of physical and logical components provided by a set of
different stakeholders only guarantees the level of security provided by the weakest component”.
As well represented by NIST52, considering the capacity of some IoT devices to interact with physical
world, (thus differentiating these assets from classical IT equipment) specific relevant privacy threats
on individuals should be considered. The actuators of IoT devices, for instance, may arbitrarily
modify physical access grants (i.e. enable or deny access through an automated door locks to rooms
or buildings, may be even with other individuals inside) or force environmental conditions (lighting
or temperature could be used to influence individuals’ movement in buildings). This may result in a
major violation of rights and freedoms of individuals. Moreover, IoT network interfaces may enable
remote access for management and maintenance purposes, thus opening to further cybersecurity and
privacy vulnerabilities. Figure 8.3 shows the relations between Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks53
proposed by NIST.
As described in the following, under GDPR security is a principle of personal data processing to be
assured through organizational and technical measures adopted on a risk-based approach determining
the likelihood and severity of the risk to the rights and freedoms of the data subjects considering the
nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing.

Figure. 8.3 Relationship Between Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks
(Source: NIST: Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks)

8.3 Managing IoT applications’ privacy risks according to GDPR framework
The GDPR principles and the controllers’ accountability: the pivotal role of risk management
for GDPR compliance
According to GDPR art. 5), paragraph 1), personal data shall be processed according to the
principles of:
“Device Interactions with the Physical World” - Pag. 6 - NIST IR 8228 - Considerations for Managing Internet of Things
(IoT) Cybersecurity and Privacy Risks
53
In the picture “PII” stands for Personally Identifiable Information, homolog to “Personal Data” definition under GDPR,
that is any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (the ‘data subject’)
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lawfulness,
fairness,
transparency,
purpose limitation,
data minimization,
accuracy,
storage limitation, and
security;

paragraph 2) provides the principle of the “accountability” of the controller54; that is, she/he shall be
responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with paragraph1) principles.
GDPR art. 24) “Responsibility of the controller” provides that:
“Taking into account the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as the risks of
varying likelihood and severity for the rights and freedoms of natural persons, the controller shall
implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to ensure and to be able to
demonstrate that processing is performed in accordance with this Regulation. Those measures shall
be reviewed and updated where necessary”
GDPR art. 25) “Data protection by design and by default” provides that, on the base of the results of
the same risk assessment process, considering also the state of the art and the cost of the
implementation:
“…the controller shall, both at the time of the determination of the means for processing and at the
time of the processing itself, implement appropriate technical and organisational measures, such as
pseudonymisation, which are designed to implement data-protection principles, such as data
minimisation, in an effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing in
order to meet the requirements of this Regulation and protect the rights of data subjects..”
Art. 32) “Security of processing” provides that, on the base of the risk assessment process, appropriate
technical and organizational measures shall be implemented to ensure a level of security appropriate
to the risk.
Furthermore, IoT, having regard to characteristics above considered, falls under GDPR art. 35) “Data
protection impact assessment” that provides:
“Where a type of processing in particular using new technologies, and taking into account the nature,
scope, context and purposes of the processing, is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and
freedoms of natural persons, the controller shall, prior to the processing, carry out an assessment of
the impact of the envisaged processing operations on the protection of personal data …“
So, it is clear that a sound Risk Management is a pivotal activity to provide privacy and
personal data protection of individuals and assuring compliance to GDPR. And since one main
objective of Risk Management process is to create or protect value, it must be clear that in case of
personal data protection the objective is to protect fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals. In
this case the controller is asked to evaluate the risks of IoT processing operations and to evaluate the
risk as a combination of the probability of the threats and the related impacts on natural persons.
GDPR Recital 75) addresses in details the category of impacts to consider:
“The risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons, of varying likelihood and severity, may result
from personal data processing which could lead to physical, material or non-material damage, in
Under GDPR “controller” means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or other body which, alone or
jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data……”
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particular: where the processing may give rise to: discrimination, identity theft or fraud, financial
loss, damage to the reputation, loss of confidentiality of personal data protected by professional
secrecy, unauthorised reversal of pseudonymisation, or any other significant economic or social
disadvantage; where data subjects might be deprived of their rights and freedoms or prevented from
exercising control over their personal data; where personal data are processed which reveal racial
or ethnic origin, political opinions, religion or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, and
the processing of genetic data, data concerning health or data concerning sex life or criminal
convictions and offences or related security measures; where personal aspects are evaluated, in
particular analysing or predicting aspects concerning performance at work, economic situation,
health, personal preferences or interests, reliability or behaviour, location or movements, in order to
create or use personal profiles; where personal data of vulnerable natural persons, in particular of
children, are processed; or where processing involves a large amount of personal data and affects a
large number of data subjects”
GDPR Recital 83) makes clear the data security threats to be considered:
“…… In assessing data security risk, consideration should be given to the risks that are presented by
personal data processing, such as accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised
disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise processed which may in
particular lead to physical, material or non-material damage”

8.4 The needs to perform a Data Protection Impact Analysis with an end-toend visibility of processing operations
In the light of privacy concerns, as above mentioned and in relation to characteristics of IoT
elements enabling applications and services, at each data level of generation, aggregation and
management as shown in the following picture, is strongly recommended to carefully evaluate the
risks for the data subjects and carry out a Data Protection Impact Analysis (DPIA) having an overall,
end to end picture of the processing operations across all layers of IoT elements (see Figure 8.4) and
considering all stages of personal data lifecycle with a particular attention to the purpose of
processing and the risk of re-identification of data subjects.

Figure. 8.4 End-to-end visibility of processing operations across layers of IoT elements

(Adapted from: - Make Way for IIoT: Solving Automation’s Unique Challenge – Advancing Automation eBook, Vol.
XVIII, July 2019, pag.39)
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According to GDPR, DPIA is required where a type of processing is “likely to result in a high risk to
the rights and freedoms of natural persons”. The WP29 guidelines on DPIA55 identifies 9 criteria in
order to support controller decision if a processing operation “is likely to result in a high risk”
considering the elements provided in GDPR art. 35). The 7th criterion is worth of note since explicitly
address IoT technology as requiring to carry out a DPIA.
“Innovative use or applying new technological or organisational solutions, …. can trigger the need
to carry out a DPIA. This is because the use of such technology can involve novel forms of data
collection and usage, possibly with a high risk to individuals’ rights and freedoms. Indeed, the
personal and social consequences of the deployment of a new technology may be unknown. A DPIA
will help the data controller to understand and to treat such risks. For example, certain “Internet of
Things” applications could have a significant impact on individuals’ daily lives and privacy; and
therefore require a DPIA.”
In the Annex to this Chapter (Annex chapter 8) a schema of DPIA is provided according to guidelines
of WP29. DPIA, however, is a practice enabling a sound control on processing operations involving
higher privacy risks, regardless of the need to comply with provisions of GDPR art. 35).
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Article 29 Data Protection Working Party - Guidelines on Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) and determining
whether processing is “likely to result in a high risk” for the purposes of Regulation 2016/679 - WP 248 rev.01 - Adopted
on 4 April 2017 - As last Revised and Adopted on 4 October 2017
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9. Examples of IoT cybersecurity attack scenarios (Luisa Franchina,
Francesco Ressa, Angelo Socal)
In this chapter we illustrate several attack scenarios related to IoT systems. As already stated
in the first Chapter of this work, Internet of Things (IoT) is constantly growing and nowadays there
are billions of IoT devices connected to the internet. Thus, these devices are often selected as targets
in cybersecurity attacks, being in most cases the weakest link in an IoT system. Since they are
spreading in almost every human environment, vulnerabilities in such systems could lead to severe
consequences, ranging from loss of privacy related data, physical damage, financial losses, and even
human lives.
In order to have a clear understanding of what kind of attacks can be inflicted to IoT systems,
we propose an attack surface taxonomy based on 4 categories presented by Hezam Akram AbdulGhani et al.56:
1) Physical Objects
2) Protocols
3) Data
4) Software
These categories are described in the Table 9.1, showed below.
ATTACK SURFACE

DESCRIPTION
Physical attacks targeting the hardware
components of both constrained and
unconstrained objects, resided in the perception
and the edge computing layers, respectively.
Physical Objects
RFID tags, RFID readers, micro-controllers,
actuators, and sensor nodes are examples of
such components.
Attacks on IoT protocols such as connectivity,
networking and routing, application and
Protocols
transport layers protocols, web services
protocols.
Attacks on data at rest located either in IoT
Data
objects or in the cloud. (Attacks on data in
motion are part of Protocols category).
Attacks on IoT software, including IoT
applications located either in IoT objects or in
Software
cloud, firmware, operating systems, application
gateway and services.
Table 9.1 IoT Attack Surface Taxonomy

(Source: Hezam Akram Abdul-Ghani, Dimitri Konstantas e Mohammed Mahyoub “A Comprehensive IoT Attacks
Survey based on a Building-blocked Reference Model”)

Due to the rapid increase of the deployment of IoT systems, that is also involving several critical
infrastructure sectors, their importance in different aspects of each citizen’s life is also growing.
Among these critical infrastructures sectors, some of them are particularly relevant for this analysis
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Hezam Akram Abdul-Ghani, Dimitri Konstantas e Mohammed Mahyoub, A Comprehensive IoT Attacks Survey based
on a Building-blocked Reference Model published in International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and
Applications - April 2018
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since IoT technologies are currently part of their critical back-end systems57. Therefore, we describe
several attack scenarios involving the following sectors: industry, energy, road traffic, transportation
and healthcare.
For each of the considered sectors, we present a table that illustrates related attack scenarios providing
the following information:
• A brief description of the attack
• Year of occurrence/year of publication
• Attack vector
• Weaknesses found
• Attack scenario description
• Typology of the attack (Proof of concept/real case)
• Attack surface (physical objects, protocols, data, software)
• Connectivity with the critical system (direct, indirect)
The latter element represents the type of connectivity that occurs between the IoT system attacked
and the critical system. This connectivity can be direct, when the IoT system is physically or logically
connected with a critical system, or indirect, when the IoT system is not connected with a critical
system but can be exploited to create new attack path58. Figure 9.1 shows an example of an IoTenabled attack path.

Figure 9.1 path of an IoT-enabled Attack
(Derived from: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy, Javier Lopezy, A
Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and Services”)

The above-mentioned tables, shown in the next paragraphs, are derived from the ones presented in
the paper written by Ioannis Stellios et al. (2018)59 and integrated with information regarding the
attack surface according to the previously reported taxonomy. In case of attacks involving multiple
surfaces, the reported one is the final goal of the attacker.
This integration is based on the IoT Attacks Survey presented in the already mentioned paper written
by Hezam Akram Abdul-Ghani et al.60.
Each of the scenarios reported in the tables is a verified IoT-enabled attack, based on real-world
known incidents occurred in the last decade or on published proof-of-concept attacks.
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Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy, Javier Lopezy, A Survey of IoT-enabled
Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and Services accepted for publication in the online
magazine IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials – 2018
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9.1 Industry: IoT attack scenarios on Industrial SCADA systems
Cybersecurity was not a major consideration at the time early SCADA (Supervisory control
and data acquisition) systems were designed, for they were used to operate in protected and isolated
environments. With the recent IT/OT (Information technology/Operational technology) convergence
SCADA systems became part of the cyber dimension, being connected to corporate IT networks and
to the Internet. Furthermore, as the IoT technology widely spreads in the industry sector, more
SCADA components become interconnected using IP-based protocols. From a cybersecurity
perspective this evolution corresponds to an extension of the attack surface. The here mentioned
attack scenarios are all proof of concepts in which the objective is, in most of the attacks, to
compromise SCADA field devices. To achieve this, attackers can target SCADA controllers
connected to the Internet (programmable logic controllers, remote terminal units) or decide to directly
attack intelligent field devices61. The vulnerabilities of these systems are often related to their high
exposure, being easily identifiable through tools such as Shodan, as well as to weak or non-existent
authentication methods. In the considered scenarios, the more frequent attack surface is Software.
Industrial SCADA systems IoT Attack Scenarios
Description

Year

Attack vector

2013

Locate the ICS
(honeypot) using
Shodan
2. Gain access to the
secure HMI area
3. Modify device
settings (pump
pressure and water
temperature)
changing HMI setpoints
4. Schedule a pump
shutdown

Weaknesses found

Attack
scenario

Poor IT security
policy (e.g. user
unawareness, no
email A/V)
* HMI servers’
vulnerabilities,
(e.g. SQL
injection, XSS
bugs, unpatched
OS)

Cyber criminals spy
a large
company’s CI and
halt the operation
of target SCADA
devices

* Easy to locate
vulnerable PLCs
* Weak
authentication in
most PLCs
* No integrity
protection

Terrorists infect the
PLCs of a city
water treatment
plant and threaten
to increase the
levels of chlorine

Typology of
the attack

Attack
surface

Connectivity

Proof of
concept

Software

Indirect: The
adversaries attack
the SCADA C&C
servers in order to
pivot to the
connected devices

Proof of
concept

Software

Direct: PLCs are
attacked directly
from the Internet
and are part of the CI

1.

Attacks on
SCADA
honeypots
through HMIs

Locate vulnerable
PLC models using
Shodan
2. Infect a PLC with
ransomware
3.
Worm
self-spreads
2017
horizon- tally across
same-vendor PLCs
4. Worm locks PLCs
and sends a ransom
note (through PLC
email client)

*

1.

Ransomware
attacks on
SCADA systems
through Internetfacing PLCs
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2016

Physically install
an infected PLC to
the plant
2. Worm spreads to
other PLCs through
TCP port
3. Worm contacts
C&C center and
manipulates more
PLCs
4. DoS: Timeout
period is altered and
PLC is entered an
endless loop

No integrity
protection
* Disabled access
protection (by
default)
* Weak crypto
scheme

A malicious
employee of the
supplier company
introduces infected
PLCs to the
production line

Proof of
concept

Physical
Objects

Direct: PLCs are
attacked on-site and
are part of the CI

Attacks on
automated tank
gauges (ATGs)

2015

1. Locate vulnerable
ATGs through search
engines (TCP port
10001).
2. Access to the
unprotected serial
control/monitor port
3. Spoof fuel level
report causing
station shutdown

Insecure web
interface
* No credentials
or poor
authentication

Hacktivists attack
and shutdown
multiple fueling
stations

Proof of
concept

Protocols

Direct: ATGs are
attacked directly
from the Internet
and are part of the CI

Attacks on
Industrial robots

1. Locate vulnerable
industrial robot using
Shodan
2. Compromise main
computer bypassing
authentication (static
FTP credentials) and
upload malicious
2017
payload
3. Cause FlexPendant
to auto-execute the
malicious code
4. Compromise robot
altering its firmware,
e.g. PID controller
parameters

Insecure web
interface
* Default
credentials or
poor
authentication
* RobAPI
vulnerable to
buffer overflow
* Vulnerable OS
* Missing code
signing

Microdefects
are injected into a
volume of products
which escape
detection by
vendor’s checks
and end up with
the customers

Proof of
concept

Direct: Robots are
attacked directly
Software
from the Internet
and are part of the CI

1.

Attacks on
SCADA systems
by introducing an
infected PLC

*

*

*

Table 9.2 Industrial SCADA systems IoT Attack Scenarios
(Derived from the table presented in: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy,
Javier Lopezy “A Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and
Services”)

9.2 Energy: IoT attack scenarios on Smart power grid infrastructure
Energy power plants and smart grids has been one of the main targets of real IoT enabled
attacks in recent years. Moreover, different POC (Proof of Concepts) also demonstrated the
vulnerabilities of sensors, meters and other devices part of the smart grid, while connected to the
internet. Generally, the IoT device is spotted by using tools such as Shodan, then the attackers are
able to change settings, modify parameters or introduce falsified data by remotely exploiting
vulnerabilities. Significative weaknesses in this field are given by exposed communication interfaces,
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weak authentications and password and unencrypted network protocols. In the considered scenarios,
the more frequent attack surfaces are Data and Protocols.
Smart Power Grid Infrastructure IoT Attack Scenarios
Description

Attack vector

Year

1. Penetrate
communication
interface of a relay
modem
Aurora-like attack
2. Change relay settings
to smart grid
to support remote
2013
generation
trip/reclose
system
3. Eavesdrop MODBUS
to learn function codes
4. Send trip and reclose
commands every
0.25sec

FBI’s
investigation on
Puerto Rico’s
utility AMI

Command
injection attacks
on vulnerable
solar panel
meters

Attacks
on solar panel
management
systems

1. Connect an IR-equipped
laptop with smart meter
(required SW can be
downloaded from the
2017
Internet)
2. Change settings for
recording power
consumption.

2016

1. Locate vulnerable
smart meters through
Shodan
2. Exploit PHP
vulnerability
3. Modify meter’s
parameters
4. Read/manipulate
metering data

Attack
scenario

Typology of
the attack

Attack
surface

Connectivity

* Exposed
communication
interfaces
* Weak
authentication
* No encryption

Security testing of
Direct: The
power
power generators
generators based Proof of concept Protocols
are part of the
on a coordinated
smart grid
Aurora-like attack

* Exposed
communication
interfaces
* Easy to guess
credentials
* Weak
authentication

Adversaries target
numerous smart
meters devices for
financial profit
(fraud)

Real

Data

Direct: The
meters are part of
the smart grid

Direct Internet
connection
* SW vulnerabilities
(PHP script
allowed remote
code execution)
* Use of hardcoded
passwords

A cyber-criminal
hacks many
meters to modify
power levels
reported to the
grid

Real

Data

Direct: The
meters send
modified data to
the smart grid

*

1. Locate connected
devices through Wigle
engine
2. Spoof unencrypted
2016 communications (use of
plain HTTP)
3. Connect and control
the device over the
Internet.

* Unencrypted
network protocols
* Weak passwords
* Exposed physical
interfaces (Uboot,
Con- sole)

A hacker exploits
Direct: The
many Internetfacing solar panel Proof of concept Protocols devices are part
of the smart grid
systems to attack
the smart grid

Locate vulnerable
devices through
Shodan
2. Recover a plaintext
file with credentials
3. Authenticate and
modify settings

Direct Internet
connection
* Unsecure
password storage
* Application-layer
vulnerabilities
(e.g. CSRF)

Financially
motivated
Direct: The
adversaries target
Proof of concept Protocols devices are part
renewable smart
of the smart grid
grid energy
systems

1.

Attacks on wind
and solar power
systems

Weaknesses found

2015

*
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FDI Attacks on realtime market model
2017
and state estimation
systems

1. Remotely exploit
vulnerabilities on AMI
and sensor network
2. Introduce falsified
data to the Market
Management System
3. Purchase and sell
virtual power for
specific nodes to gain
profit

* Direct/indirect
Internet connection
* Vulnerabilities on
smart meters, AMI Financially motivated
and sensor
adversaries target
smart grid’s real-time Proof of concept
networks
market model for
* Vulnerabilities on
profit
real-time market
model and state
estimation systems

Data

Direct: Real-time
market model
and state
estimation
systems are
directly
connected to the
smart grid

Table 9.3 Smart Power Grid Infrastructure IoT Attack Scenarios
(Derived from the table presented in: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy,
Javier Lopezy “A Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and
Services”)

9.3 Road traffic: IoT attack scenarios on Smart cars and road traffic control
infrastructures
IoT technologies are becoming widely utilized in cars, road infrastructures and traffic control
systems. Attacks targeting this sector may be particularly dangerous to citizen’s safety since they
could lead to physical consequences. Regarding smart cars, the presented scenarios show that an IoT
enabled attack can consist in exploiting radio communication protocols (such as Local Area Network,
Digital Audio Broadcasting and WiFi), vulnerabilities of infotainment systems, and in manipulating
sensor IoT technologies. Some of these attacks requires some physical proximity to the target. Two
of the here mentioned scenarios involve directly targeting hardware components of smart cars such
as cameras, highlighting the relevance of the Physical Objects attack surface. Beside cars, IoT enabled
traffic control systems are also possible targets due, for example, to encryption/authentication
weaknesses.
Smart Cars and Road Traffic Control Infrastructures IoT Attack Scenarios
Description

Year

Connect to
car’s LAN
from small
distance
using low
cost
transmitter

1. Exploit network flaws
to connect to car’s
WLAN
2. Connect to the CAN
2015
bus
3. Reverse engineer
CAN S/W to control
several systems

Take control
of cars by
sending
crafted
Digital
Audio Broad
casting
(DAB)
signals

Attack vector

Weaknesses found

Attack scenario

Wireless protocol flaws
(WiFi, Bluetooth, cellular)
* Unauthenticated CAN
access
* CAN’s flat architecture
* Reversible CAN S/W

A nearby adversary
takes control of a
target vehicle (no
physical access is
required)

*

An adversary
1. Create a bogus radio * Vulnerable infotainment
creates a bogus
S/W
station
radio station and
2. Send crafted DAB data * CAN’s flat architecture
concurrently attacks
(infotainment connected to
to compromise the
vulnerable cars in
2015
CAN)
infotainment system
range
(the radio of
3. Control various CAN * Unsanitized DAB signals
target cars must be
* Unauthenticated CAN
critical systems through
adjusted to receive
the infotainment
access
signals)

Typology of
the attack

Attack
surface

Connectivity

Proof of
concept

Indirect: The
car’s WLAN is
indirectly
connected to the
Software
control systems
of the car (e.g.
though the
CAN)

Proof of
concept

Indirect: The
car’s digital
radio (DAB) is
indirectly
Software connected to the
control systems
of the car (e.g.
though the
CAN)
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Exploit the
WiFi
connection
between a
car and its
mobile
control app

1. Crack the Wi-Fi preshared key
2. Sniff messages sent
by the mobile app
through the WiFi
2016
3. Decrypt and get old
commands
4. Inject old commands
to control car’s systems

Control cars
through the
Internet by
abusing the
infotainment
system

1. Connect to target’s IP
port 6667 (open in a
network provider)
2. Exploit the OMAP
chip of head unit and
enable SSH and CLI
2015
3. Exploit the
infotainment system to
flash modified CAN
firmware
4. Control the car
through the CLI

Remote
attacks
against
camera and
Light
Detection
and Raging
(LiDAR)
system

1. Blind the car’s
camera with a laser to
confuse relative
controls
2. Replay spoofed
2015
signals
3. Produced fake
artifacts to confuse the
LiDAR

Contactless
attacks
against
popular
sensors used
in Advanced
Driver
Assistance
System
(ADAS)

1. Jamm the ultrasonic
sensors
2. Spoof the sensors to
display fake pseudo2017
obstacles
3. Blind the laser on
medium range vehicle’s
radars

*
*

Predicable WiFi password
Network vulnerabilities
(control app to car
A nearby adversary
connection)
takes control of a
* Unauthenticated CAN
target vehicle
access
* WiFi SSID allows
geolocation

(a) A remote
* Exposure of D-Bus
adversary takes
through cellular/WiFi
control of a car
* Command injection in Dhaving physical
Bus
access to a critical
* Reversible CAN firmware
facility
* Unprotected update
process of the
(b) An adversary
infotainment system
concurrently attacks
* CAN’s flat architecture many vulnerable cars
from the Internet

* H/W vulnerabilities of
Li- DAR (pulse period and
An adversary places
modulation, no use of
the laser equipment
redundancy)
in roads to “blind”
* H/W vulnerabilities of
the cameras of
the camera (improper
passing cars
lenses, optical filters, no
redundancy)

*

H/W vulnerabilities of LiDAR (pulse period and An adversary launches
modulation, no use of
attacks against
redundancy)
vehicles moving in
high congestion roads
* H/W vulnerabilities of
the camera (improper
in dense populated
lenses, optical filters, no
areas
redundancy)

1. Create portable
access point
Attacks on
2. Sniff and analyze
US IoT-enabled
wireless
traffic control
communications
Systems (DoS, 2014
3. Create self-spreading
bricking,
firmware
flooding,
4.
Update
and remotely
spoofing)
control
sensors/repeaters

*Insecure wireless
Vulnerable traffic
network (no
control systems are
encryption/authentication)
actually deployed in
*Firmware updates
major cities all over the
allowed without
world
authentication

1. Use radio equipment
to communicate with
traffic controllers
2. Passively eavesdrop
Remote attacks
the network(s) (900
on IoT- enabled
MHz and 5.8 GHz)
2014
traffic
3. Analyze message
control systems
structure
4. Inject commands to
remotely control traffic
lights

*Traffic controllers
exposed to known network
The attack is targeted to
vulnerabilities
traffic control systems
*Insecure wireless
placed in critical roads
network (no encryption/
(e.g. of high traffic)
authentication)
*Lack of physical security

Proof of
concept

Indirect: The
car’s WiFi is
indirectly
connected to
Protocols
the control
systems of the
car (e.g. though
the CAN)

Proof of
concept

Indirect:
(a) The
compromised
vehicle in not
the actual target
but has access
to a critical
Software
facility
(b) The
infotainment is
indirectly
connected to the
control systems
of the car

Proof of
concept

Direct: The
attacked
Physical cameras are part
of the car’s
Objects
mission critical
systems

Proof of
concept

Direct: A
vulnerable
ADAS system
may provide
Physical false data to
Objects other systems
used in V2I and
V2V
communications
like the ACC

Real

Direct: The
traffic control
system is part of
Software
the
transportation
infrastructure

Proof of
concept

Direct: The
traffic control
systems are
directly
Protocols
connected to
critical
transportation
infrastructures

Table 9.4 Smart Cars and Road Traffic Control Infrastructures IoT Attack Scenarios
(Derived from the table presented in: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy,
Javier Lopezy “A Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and
Services”)
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9.4 Transportation: IoT attack scenarios on intelligent transportation
systems (aircrafts, trains, and maritime vessels)
Intelligent transportation systems, comprising aircrafts, trains and marine vessels, have
recently been object of both real attacks and POC (Proof of Concepts). The most significative
scenarios are the ones characterized by attacks on critical mission systems, for example by exploiting
ADS-B (Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast)62 transponder system on an airplane or AIS
(Automatic Identification System)63 vessel tracking system on a ship. These types of attacks are
generally conducted by building an emulator of the system to be attacked and then perform command
injection in order to take control of the FMS (Flight Management System) or force the ship to follow
a path. Weaknesses have been found mainly in unencrypted or unauthenticated communications,
command injection and lack of integrity controls on data context. For these types of scenario, the
more frequent attack surface is Protocols. Other typical scenarios which can be performed on this
field are related to attacks to train communication system or PID (Personal Identifiers), by
compromising physical security and then exploiting cellular networks and entertainment systems or
send spoofed PID messages to mobile app in order to overcrowd platforms. In these cases, there have
been found weaknesses in authentication, lack of encryption/integrity, lack of physical security. In
the considered scenarios, the more frequent attack surfaces are Software and Protocols.
Transportation IoT Attack Scenarios
Description

A 3-year
assessment
triggered by train
companies on
SCADA systems
used in train
control systems

Compromise
public
information
systems to
manipulate
passengers’

Demo attacks
Against plane
ADS-B systems

Weaknesses found

Attack
scenario

Weak authentication
Lack of encryption/
integrity
* Lack of physical
security
* Outdated S/W
* Keys hardcoded in
firmware
* Vulnerable cellular
modems
* Flat network
architecture

Attacks on IoTenabled mission
critical railway
systems from a
group of
terrorists/hostile
nation

2015

1. Compromise PID server
2. Compromise PID
system
3. Send spoofed PID
messages to mobile app to
overcrowd platforms

* Web vulnerabilities
of PID server
* Weak authentication
* Lack of encryption/
integrity
* Lack of physical
security

PIDs compromised
by terrorists to
control
passengers’
behavior

20122015

1. Build a simulation
environment with off-theshelf H/W
2. Eavesdrop
communications
3. Use a mobile app to
inject commands and take
control of the FMS

* Unencrypted,
unauthenticated
communications
* Unauthenticated
commands allow
command injection

Terrorists gain
control of
airplanes in transit
by exploiting ADSB systems

Year

Attack vector

2015

1. Compromise physical
security
2. Bypass authentication
3. Compromise outdated
systems
4. Locate and attack train
communication systems
from the Internet
(Shodan)
5. Exploit cellular network
and entertainment system
flaws

Typology of
the attack

Attack
surface

Connectivity

Software

Indirect: The
IoT-enabled
devices are
indirectly
connected to
mission
critical railway
systems

*

*

Real

Proof of
concept

No
connectivity:
The PID server
Protocols
is not
connected to
mission critical
systems

Proof of
concept

Direct: The
ADS-B system
is connected to
Protocols
the aircraft’s
mission critical
systems
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Automatic dependent surveillance–broadcast (ADS–B) is a surveillance technology in which an aircraft determines its
position via satellite navigation and periodically broadcasts it, enabling it to be tracked.
63
The automatic identification system (AIS) is an automatic tracking system that uses transponders on ships and is used
by vessel traffic services (VTS). When satellites are used to detect AIS signatures, the term Satellite-AIS (S-AIS) is used.
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Demo attacks
against IFE
system

* Publicy available
1. Reverse engineer
firmware update files
and source code
firmware files of the
Panasonic IFE system
* Easy to reverse
2. Extract hardcoded
binaries
2016
credentials
* Sensitive hardcoded
3. Perform SQL injection data (e.g. credentials,
4. Control how passengers
databases etc)
aboard are informed
* SQL injection
vulnerabilities

Terrorists gain
control of mission
critical systems of
airplanes in transit
by exploiting
vulnerabilities of
the IFE system

Demo attacks on
AIS vessel
tracking
system

1. Use off-the-shelf H/W
* Weak authentication
to transmit AIVDM
* AIVDM messages
messages
(received data from
2. Inject spoofed messages
other vessels)
in the AIS network (Mansusceptible to
2013
In-The-Water, CPA
tampering
alerting, signal jamming
* Lack of integrity
etc)
controls on data
3. Force ship to follow a
context
path

Pirates introduce
fake AIVDM
messages to lead a
cargo tanker to
shallow waters
and/or render it
invisible

Remote attacks
on a ship’s
mission-critical
systems using
vulnerabilities
found on
AmosConnect
server

1. Search Shodan for
exposed web interfaces of
vulnerable systems
2. Recover privileged
backdoor account and
execute commands with
2017 system privileges on the
remote system
3. Pivot to other segments
of the ship’s network and
locate and takeover ship’s
mission-critical systems.

* No/weak
authentication
mechanisms
* Vulnerable web
interfaces
* Exposure of sensitive
data
* Lack of network
segmentation

Cyber criminals
take over ship’s
navigation systems
remotely for
ransomware

1. Use spear phishing
techniques gain access to
port’s internal network
2. Locate vulnerable
systems and devices
3. Exploit network and
software vulnerabilities to
infect the devices

* No network
segmentation/isolation
* Vulnerable network
protocols
* Vulnerable/Outdated
OS installed
* Lack of security
mechanisms (e.g.
authentication)

Terrorists infiltrate
port’s internal
networks and
infect/remotely
control port’s OCR
- GPS and RFIDs
systems in order to
smuggle weapons

Attacks on a
container port’s
Internet-connected
2017
systems and
devices (TOS OCR – RFID)

Proof of
concept

Indirect: The
IFE system is
connected
Software
indirectly to
the aircraft’s
mission critical
systems

Proof of
concept

Direct: The
AIS system is
directly
connected to
Protocols
mission critical
systems of a
maritime
vessel

Proof of
concept

Indirect:
AmosConnect
system is
indirectly
Software
connected to
the ship’s
mission critical
systems

Proof of
concept

Software

Indirect: The
infected
systems and
devices are
indirectly
connected to
the Internet
through the
company’s
corporate
network

Table 9.5 Transportation IoT Attack Scenarios
(Derived from the table presented in: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy,
Javier Lopezy “A Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and
Services”)

9.5 Healthcare: IoT attack scenarios on healthcare infrastructure, services
and devices
IoT technologies are utilized in the healthcare sector both within hospitals and in near patient
medical devices. This type of technologies can be directly used in medical treatments or can be
utilized to monitor, gather and send data regarding the patient’s conditions. For this reason, in this
specific sector and also in the here mentioned scenarios the Data attack surface acquires a particular
relevance. Attacks on IoT-enabled medical equipment, IT systems and services may include:
treatment denial or modification, device functionality misuse/abuse, patient’s EMR
extraction/modification, medicine loss/destruction, medicine/organ/blood inventory list alternation,
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surgery schedule alternation, report of false information/medical events, medical event/information
concealment64. The main vulnerabilities detected are unsegmented network within hospital
infrastructures and a lack of encryption/authentication in medical devices. In the considered
scenarios, the more frequent attack surface is Data.

64

Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy, Javier Lopezy, A Survey of IoT-enabled
Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and Services accepted for publication in the online
magazine IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials – 2018
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Healthcare IoT Attack Scenarios
Description

Nearby attacks on
pacemakers and
IMDs

Remote attacks
on insulin pumps
and CGMs

Year

Attack vector

Weaknesses found

Attack
scenario

Typology of
the attack

2008
/2016

1. Reverse-engineer RF
communications of the
ICD device
2. Intercept patient
telemetry data
3. Inject data to modify
therapy

* RF modulation
scheme
* Lack of encryption
* Lack of authentication

An adversary
tampers an ICD from
short distance (5m)

Proof of
concept

2011

1. Intercept RF traffic
2. Exploit configuration
S/W
3. Demodulate captured
traffic

* Lack of encryption
* Lack of authentication
* Easy to reverse S/W

An adversary
tampers a CGM
device from a
medium (60m)
distance

Proof of
concept

* Debugging interfaces
* No F/W protection
(obfuscation,
encryption)
* Hard-coded
credentials
* 3rd-party S/W flaws
* ASCII function names
* Unencrypted stored
data

An adversary
remotely controls a
vulnerable home
monitoring device

1. Extract F/W using an
available (embedded)
interface
2. Reverse-engineer F/W
3. Recover hardcoded
credentials
4. Upload custom F/W
through OTA update to
control the device

Security
evaluation of
patient home
network devices

2017

A security
assessment in
three major
hospitals based on
emulated Virtual
Medical Devices,
revealed actual
stealth attacks

1. Introduce a repackaged
old worm to the hospital’s
internal network (e.g.
through phishing)
2. The worm commences
Financial criminals
* Outdated OS
stealth attacks to control
target healthcare
* Unsegmented networks
medical devices (e.g.
2017
industry to extract
*
Lack
of
endpoint
A/V
radiation oncology system)
sensitive data and/or
protection
3. Self-propagate to other
install ransomware
networks
4. Remotely control
compromised medical
devices

1. Compromise hospital’s
web server to enter the
internal network
2. Scan internal network to
Compromise
discover medical devices
in-hospital medical
2016 3. Compromise vulnerable
devices using web
PMDs
applications
4. Create / disable alarms,
display incorrect vital
information

* Web vulnerabilities
* Unsegmented
networks
* Weak authentication
mechanisms in PMDs

1. Bypass physical security
2. Exploit a kiosk device to
Use a vulnerable
* No physical security
access the internal network.
smart information
* Vulnerable kiosk
kiosk to control 2016 3. Compromise patient’s
device
patient’s medical
station
* Unsegmented network
station
4. View and modify
treatment data

Nation state
adversaries attack
several hospitals
medical equipment

Terrorists attack a
large healthcare
facility

Attack
surface

Connectivity

Data

Direct: The
device can
directly affect
the safety of
the patient

Data

Direct: The
device can
directly affect
the safety of
the patient

Proof of
concept

Direct: The
home
monitoring
Software devices can
directly affect
the safety of
the patient

Real

Indirect: The
vulnerable
medical
devices and
systems are
Software
indirectly
connected to
the targeted IT
support
systems

Proof of
concept

Proof of
concept

Data

Indirect: The
exploited
PMDs were
connected to
the vulnerable
web server

Data

Indirect: The
vulnerable
IoT devices
are indirectly
connected to
hospital’s
critical
systems

Table 9.6 Healthcare IoT Attack Scenarios
(Derived from the table presented in: Ioannis Stellios, Panayiotis Kotzanikolaou, Mihalis Psarakis, Cristina Alcarazy,
Javier Lopezy “A Survey of IoT-enabled Cyberattacks: Assessing Attack Paths to Critical Infrastructures and
Services”)
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10. Examples of IoT application domains: specific approach in
Healthcare domain (Silvano Bari)
Digital transformation has an important impact on Healthcare which is destined to change its
face to allow a better use of local and national resources for patient care and for the optimization and
reduction of management costs.
We can define "electronic health" the "computerization of the relationships between the health sector
and the world of social". Consequently, it is an extra-hospital activity whose objective is the
protection of health and is based on prevention, integration between health and social, and use of new
technologies. In this context, we can identify the following activities:
- management of local/national reservations and waiting lists;
- electronic transmission of prescriptions to the patient/pharmacy by the doctor (e-prescription);
- telematic certificates (transmission of medical certificates);
- remote monitoring of pathologies;
- electronic transmission of medical reports;
- electronic health record (EHR).

Figure 10.1 Electronic health and hospital environment
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

Instead, the definition "smart hospital" concerns the smart computerization of hospital activities,
that is a hospital management system that ensures a high level of patient care through the use of
information technology and medical devices: the difference with traditional hospitals consists for the
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interconnection of medical devices used by patients, healthcare staff, laboratories, in order to
exchange the information in real time with consequent benefits both for the health of the patients and
for the hospital services themselves.
A definition of the term “smart hospital” may thus be65:
“A smart hospital is a hospital that relies on optimised and automated processes built on an ICT
environment of interconnected assets, particularly based on Internet of Things (IoT), to improve
existing patient care procedures and introduce new capabilities”.
What makes a hospital smart is, therefore, the availability and use of meaningfully interconnected
systems and devices that lead to overall smartness.

Figure 10.2 Smart hospital activities
(Source: ENISA, Smart Hospitals - Security and Resilience for Smart Health Service and Infrastructures, november
2016)

Some examples of computerized hospital activities can be:
-

Management of the hospitalization cycle (waiting lists, acceptance, hospitalization,
discharge of patients)

ENISA – European Union Agency for Cybersecurity, Smart Hospitals - Security and Resilience for Smart Health Service
and Infrastructures, November 2016 - https://www.enisa.europa.eu/publications/cyber-security-and-resilience-forsmart-hospitals
65
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-

Planning and execution of services to patients (internal and external)
Report management
Clinical risk management
Activities of laboratories and operating rooms
Management of medical records
Use of medical devices for patient monitoring
Nursing activities
Building automation and energy management

The areas of application of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology are increasingly: in 2020,
it is estimated that more than 25 billion devices will be based on it. Among the many applications,
the sector in which the so-called "intelligent objects” are most widely spread is the health sector: in
fact, in a Smart Hospital, the IoT can change healthcare through a series of devices and new medical
applications to improve patient care.
In particular, we can apply the term "Internet of Medical Things" (IoMT) to this sector,
referring to the system of medical devices, sensors and applications connected via the internet that
collect health data in order to monitor (even remotely), make choices automatically (operating devices
by means of actuators), activate procedures, send reports, feed health information systems.
Other similar definitions, however less used, are those of
•
•
•

"Industrial Internet in Healthcare"
"Internet of Health Care Things" (IoHT)
"Medical Internet of Things" (MIoT)

Benefits of the IoMT (in general)
The Internet of Medical Things lends itself to numerous applications in the health sector and allows
not only to protect the health of patients - highlighting anomalous data, ensuring adequate behavior,
reducing the risk of medical emergencies - but also to improve methods of assistance and quality
treatment and therefore living conditions, in particular those of the elderly or people living in remote
locations: in fact, through the use of connected medical devices, such as implantable, wearable and
other mobile devices, medical assistance will also be possible to distance, monitoring patients in real
time and measuring the main vital parameters; all this should also result in significant savings for the
public health service.

Application environment
IoMT applications do not only concern the strictly medical environment - from remote monitoring to
the administration of drugs - but also the back-end, for example logistics, environment and
administration. However, all those aspects of an administrative or bureaucratic nature related to the
management of local and national health services will be excluded from this discussion, limiting
themselves only to devices that interact with each other or with doctors or medical personnel and
patients for medical purposes. Therefore, topics that are not the subject of this discussion are, for
example, the electronic medical record, teleconsultation, tele-rehabilitation and tele-assistance,
chatboxes, etc.
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Medical and healthcare environment
Currently the use and greater impact of the IoMT consists of the following activities:
Monitoring: smart devices help to monitor the patient's behavior and activity away from the
healthcare environment, in order to ensure compliance with the therapy decided by the doctor or
monitor the progression of a disease or the course of a cure, providing operators with health data to
improve diagnosis and treatment plans, otherwise doctors should rely only on information provided
by patients. These devices are particularly used on patients who cannot often go to the doctor, on
people suffering from chronic diseases (to monitor vital signs, such as glucose level), on elderly or
non-self-sufficient people to ensure a rapid emergency.
Patient self-diagnosis: thanks to wearable and app-based devices, patients have the opportunity to
self-diagnose a large number of health conditions at home, without having to go to the clinic or
hospital.
Improvement of health care in remote areas: thanks to digital connections with larger health
structures, it is possible to transmit patient data and obtain treatment from specialists who do not exist
in smaller or remote structures.
Automated triage: check-in at the entrance to the hospital could be carried out automatically through
the application on the patient of devices capable of measuring heart rate, temperature, respiratory rate,
blood pressure and performing an electrocardiogram.
Digital data archive: the devices could automatically update the digital medical records, with the
parameters measured and the therapies in progress.
Telesurgery: surgical instruments and robots (eg DaVinci robot) can be used - even remotely - by
doctors operating from other structures.

Industrial environment
The IoMT is also applied in an industrial environment, for the monitoring and remote maintenance
of medical devices, for a better management of the inventories and a reduction of the losses due to
drugs expiring, for a better and continuous patient monitoring during clinical trials and also for real
time control via sensors of the conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.) of containers in the case of
transport of vaccines or particularly delicate medicines.

Evolution of digital healthcare and relationships with cyber security
In addition to the benefits, it is necessary to consider the possible risks deriving from its use, in
particular cyber security risks, especially taking into account the seriousness of the consequences that
can occur in the patient’s health.
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Figure 10.3 The evolving digital health and cyber landscapes
(Source: Australian Government - Department of Health - Therapeutic Goods Administration, Medical device cyber
security guidance for industry, Version 1 .0, July 2019).

In the following, we discuss IoT medical devices, threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures
to be put in place to achieve the lowest possible risk.
It is good to clarify that most of the existing threats and vulnerabilities are the classic recurrent
ones in the ICT environment, as well as many countermeasures to reduce risks are part of the good
practices used internationally. Therefore, in this discussion we will mention in particular only threats
and vulnerabilities that in the IoMT sector are more likely to cause damage to the health of patients,
without prejudice to the need also for a healthcare company to adopt all the appropriate measures for
a better protection of the corporate information assets.
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10.1 IoMT Assets Taxonomy
The different IoMT assets are shown in table 10.1
Device
Implantable
devices

Wearable
devices

Sensors

Actuators

Smart Tag

Swallowing
devices

Telesurgery

Smart
containers

Description
Medical devices (generally active, that is devices
that need some form of energy to work, different
from that generated directly by the human body
or gravity, and which act by converting that
energy) destined to be implanted entirely or
partially, by intervention surgical or medical, in
the human body;
an example is the pacemakers, small computers
that, implanted in the patient's chest, interact
both with the stimulator and with remote servers
via the Internet using sophisticated software and
also allow monitoring of cardiac parameters.
Devices that can be worn to monitor vital
parameters. Such objects can be worn by the
common citizen as well as by the patient and can
allow measurement at home and / or in mobility
of vital and physical-clinical parameters (eg
calories ingested and consumed, posture, etc.)
and forwarding emergency calls in the event of
anomalies.
Devices to detect and/or measure events in its
environment and send the information to other
electronics in order to be processed. Sensors and
barcodes can be connected to virtually any
element in any environment: doctors, patients,
vehicles, equipment, patient’s bed and drugs.
They can be worn (see wearable device) or
implanted (see Implantable devices).
IoMT device’s output units, which execute
decisions based on previously processed
information.
Tags inserted in clothes or packages (for the
traceability of people or medical resources); they
can also be applied to: patient bracelets, badge
of doctors, medical resources, etc.
Devices to monitor the patient's health in the
long term and administer drugs in a controlled
manner directly inside the body or to perform
otherwise invasive tests such as gastroscopies or
colonoscopies.

An emerging surgical system that utilizes wireless
networking and robotic technology to connect
surgeons and patients who are distantly located.
Containers for medicines, generally based on
wireless technology, which collect all the data
relating to the taking of medicines in real time,
analyze them using internal software and, in case
of forgetfulness, send patients or their tutors,
notifications and alerts, through automatic calls
or text messages.

Examples
Pacemakers;
cardiac-defibrillators;
cardiac stimulators;
heart rate monitor;
urological stimulators;
stimulators for the containment of
tremor;
gastro-enteric stimulators;
phrenic nerve stimulators;
stimulators for reducing stiffness in
Parkinson's disease;
cochlear implants.
Smart patch; smart contact lenses;
subcutaneous infusion systems;
smartwatch for heart rate monitoring;
fitbit and activity trackers;
smart gloves; smart board;
headband/earband;
bracelets; portable insulin pumps;
wireless temperature counters.
Sensor to monitor temperatures,
blood pressure, heart rate,
motion,
etc.

Subcutaneous infusion systems

RFID
NFC

Smart pill: ingested as a normal pill, it
can transmit information wirelessly and
receive
instructions
from
the
smartphone, staying in the stomach for
a period, allowing to monitor the
patient's health in the long term and
releasing drugs in a controlled way.
robot DaVinci

Smart pillboxes whose batteries can be
recharged in the same way as
smartphones.

Table 10.1 IoMT assets
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)
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10.2 IoMT Threats Taxonomy
The threats applicable to the IoMT sector are the same as those applicable, in general, to the
other IoT sectors and can therefore be divided into:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

malicious actions (deliberate acts by a person or an organisation, external or internal: malware,
hijacking, tampering, social engineering attacks, device and data theft, skimming, denial-ofservice attacks, unauthorised accesses);
human errors (system or devices configuration errors, incorrect staff behavior in the execution of
processes, non-compliance with internal rules and procedures);
process errors (malfunctions or absence of internal procedures);
natural phenomena (earthquakes, flood, fires);
supply chain failure (cloud services providers, network providers, power and energy suppliers);
exogenous factors (political or military events, legal and regulatory changes);
technology failures (device failures, deterioration or insufficient maintenance, failures in software
and network components, overload, lack of communication between IoT and non-IoT, generators
malfunctions, etc.).

Some of the risks described above can be particularly critical for the medical sector and in particular
for the IoMT: in fact, in addition to the consequences deriving from the threats set out above (loss of
data, blocking of activities, compensations, damage to reputation, etc.) we must consider the
repercussions and the seriousness of the consequences that threats / vulnerabilities can have on the
health of citizens, even endangering their lives.66.

Major threats critical for the IoMT
Some threats concern the machines themselves: the same devices, which can be used on
patients (pacemakers, cardiac defibrillators or stimulators, infusion systems, etc.) can be more
vulnerable and subject to tampering if connected to the Internet, especially in the wireless network.
The reliability of these devices depends on the correct functioning of the related software (also
considered to be a medical device), because both the operation of the equipment and the processing
of patient’s medical data depend on them. A malfunction of these software can provide incorrect but
difficult to identify data as the devices seem to work perfectly but data provided is incorrect and can
therefore give incorrect therapeutic treatments: an error in the software of a defibrillator caused the
automatic setting of the power to a value lower than that set by the user; the malfunction in the
software of a pulmonary ventilator caused the machine to be set to the default values instead of those
set by the user each time the equipment is turned off and on; an error in the software that manages
the memory of an implantable infusion pump caused the automatic dispensing of the drug to cease.
Other problems are related to the use of transmission technologies which must guarantee
availability and continuity of the service: in telemedicine, the risk of interference with the
communications (hacking) or even the possibility of line interruption or unavailability of the
transmission channel in emergency situations can constitute a serious danger: that’s why in
Telesurgery there is still the need for an anesthesiologist and a backup surgeon to be present in case
66

The protection of the health of the user-patient has been the subject of a national regulatory intervention by law no.
24 of 8 March 2017, containing "Provisions on the safety of care and of the person assisted, as well as on the professional
liability of healthcare professionals".
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there is a malfunction in communications or in the robot. Today, however, the possibility of fully
automatic surgical operations is being investigated.
A third category concerns data protection and consists of threats related to their
confidentiality, integrity and availability. These data can be subject to fraud, identity theft, alterations
and cancellations, both in the repositories and in the network during the remote transmission from the
devices; there also may be information confidentiality problems, due to a distorted use with respect
to the purposes for which they were collected, as not only health personnel and patients are involved
in the sector but also service providers: for example, some particular medical devices, in addition to
providing information to caregivers, can send data on their use to the manufacturers, so that they can
improve the products offered. Privacy is at risk, also and especially in the case of local or national
databases of medical records (EMR): the increasingly use of the cloud can facilitate access to
information by attackers.
Major threats critical for the IoMT are shown in table 10.2
Threat
Malware

Description
Malware can infect a great number of medical of all types
and sizes in a hospital (wearables, implantables, etc.).
The main threat is represented by ransomware,
malicious software that encrypts content and
(sometimes) allows data recovery only after receiving a
payment.
It may be performed at network level or at medical
device level and create backdoors in hospital networks.
Networked medical devices may be reprogrammed or
reconfigured by changing device settings or deactivated.
It is an eavesdropping attack on RFID tokens.
Theft can lead to the lack of interconnection between
connected devices with consequent interruption of the
service or with the taking of wrong decisions.
Attacks that render a system or service unavailable with
consequent interruption of the flow of data and/or of the
patient care process.

Examples
Ransomware;
worms;
viruses;
trojans;
rootkits
exploitkits

System failures

Failures due to the increasing complexity and dynamics
of the systems.

Human errors

Errors occuring during the configuration or operation of
devices, information systems or processes.

Supply chain
failures

Failures that may have an adverse impact on hospital
operation as these suppliers host medical and/or patient
data and health applications or provide network
connectivity or power.

Software failures; inadequate
firmware; device failure (or
limited/reduced capability;
network components failure;
overload;
complexity of communication
between IoT and non-IoT.
Caregivers or patient errors in
the programming or
configuration of a device;
use of personal devices not
declared and approved by the
hospital’s IT department (Bring
Your Own Device - BYOD)
Cloud service providers;
medical device manufacturer;
network providers;
power suppliers.

Hijacking
Medical device
tampering
Skimming
Device and
data theft
Denial-ofservice attacks

Tags; sensors.

Table 10.2 Major threats in IoMT environment
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)
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10.3 IoMT Vulnerabilities Taxonomy
As well as threats, vulnerabilities applicable to the IoMT sector are the same as those
applicable, in general, to the other IoT sectors.
However, there are some vulnerabilities which are more specific to the IoMT sector and which are
listed below.
First of all, in each hospital there are a large number of independent IT systems, often on
different and incompatible operating systems: communication between them is often practically
impossible.
In addition, the most part of medical devices were created for specific medical functions but
without integrated security features (antivirus, firewall, access identification and authorization
systems, etc.), especially those that are not connected to the network: it happened that following a
maintenance intervention, a virus was transmitted which then infected the entire computer system.
Furthermore, no supplier guarantees the updating of the operating system or application nor of any
existing antivirus, even if vulnerabilities are shown. A software update could lead to instability and
malfunctions if the patches are not validated by the manufacturer; the same applies to the installation
and / or updating of an antivirus on a medical device, if this has not been provided directly by the
manufacturer.
Other vulnerabilities found:
Medical standards do not provide for encryption.
Weak access control: lack or impossibility of control (or processes of control) of access to
hospital resources (to avoid unauthorised access): it is not always possible to provide access
through authorization and/or identification systems, especially in situations where access to
data must be carried out in an emergency (for example, the following problems may arise in
an emergency department: does every doctor have to access data with his own password/smart
card? Do they have to logon / logoff continuously? How many terminals must be available?
What should they do in the case of smart card/password lost/forgotten?).
- Equipment (also on the network) with databases without back-up and/or disaster recovery
procedures.
- Equipment not on the network and therefore not easily identifiable and controllable.
- Dependence on external service providers for the use of systems and the storage of huge
amounts of data in the cloud.
Table 10.3 lists major vulnerabilities for IoMT
-
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Vulnerability
Non-compliance with
internal or industry
standards
Use of personal devices

Description
Due to clinical needs, configurations of systems/devices may
not be in line with internal or industry standards.

Examples

Use of personal devices (mobile, wearables etc) by medical
staff or patients can lead to non-compliance with the
organisation’s requirements.

Use of smartphone as a terminal of
medical device or to verify his own
health state;
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD).

Different and incompatible
operating systems

Communication among a large number of independent and
incompatible operating IT systems may often be practically
impossible.
Most of IoT medical devices work without integrated
identification and authorization system.
It is not always possible to provide access through
authorization and/or identification systems in emergency
situations or in the case of time pressure.

Communication between smart
devices and legacy systems can
create gaps
Devices or apps without access by
personal credentials or with access
by credentials under the minimum
requirements.
First aid or access to data in an
emergency.

Weak access control

Maintenance /
decommissioning of
equipment
Interconnection

During maintenance or decommissioning of the devices, a
reading of the health / personal data by external personnel
may occur.
IoMT devices are highly interconnected and some devices
may automatically connect to other devices. Every security
decisions made on single device can affect the whole
hospital system.
Equipment (also on the network) with databases without
back-up and/or disaster recovery procedures.

Lack of back-up or disaster
recovery
Devices outside the
network
Physical security

Equipment not on the network and therefore not easily
identifiable and controllable.
Medical devices are scattered in large numbers throughout
a hospital, so physical security is practically impossible for
all.
Medical standards do not provide for encryption.

Lack of data encryption
No integrated
features

Patch

security

Large number of IoT medical devices were created for
specific medical functions but without integrated security
features (antivirus, firewall, identification and authorization
systems, etc.).

No supplier guarantees the updating of the operating
system or application.

Difficulty in monitoring a large
number of devices or access points
where there may be a vulnerability
to be exploited.

CCTV;
RFID readers;
sensors.

Installation and/or updating of an
antivirus or new security features
on a medical device may be
impossibile or could lead to
instability and malfunctions if this
has not been provided directly by
the manufacturer
A software update could lead to
instability and malfunctions if the
patches are not validated by the
manufacturer.

Table 10.3 Major vulnerabilities critical for the IoMT
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

10.4 Examples of IoMT attack scenarios
About 89% of healthcare organizations that adopted an IoT strategy have suffered a data
breach. This greater interest of cybercrime in attacking a healthcare environment is due to the
"sensitive" data that are recorded by the instruments connected to the internet: not only personal data
and email addresses but above all diagnosis of diseases, medical reports, prescription of medicines,
insurance information, test. It is estimated that for a healthcare facility the average cost for a health
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record stolen during a data breach is around $ 408, while $ 148 is the average cost of other types of
records.
Motivations for malicious activity
According to Verizon's Data Breach Investigation Report 201967, 466 accidents would have occurred
in the Healthcare sector, 304 with confirmed data disclosure. The following figure 10.4 illustrates the
type and motivation of such attacks:

Figure 10.4 Attacks in healhcare
(Source: Verizon, Data Breach Investigation Report 2019)

Cyberattacks on hospitals occur on a regular basis.
Among the most recent, in January 2019 the Melbourne Heart Group at the Cabrini Hospital in
Australia experienced a cyber security incident in which their patient data (about 15.000 containing
personal details and medical records) was encrypted, becoming inaccessible to everyone for 3 weeks.
The company said the data had been decrypted and their systems restored and confirmed that no
records had been stolen or altered and that patient privacy had not been violated as all information
was encrypted. No information was given on the source of the malware and whether a ransom was
paid.
In 2017 the so-called WannaCry hack, which shut down hundreds of thousands of computers around
the world with messages from hackers demanding ransom payments, infected the UK National health
information service, crippling computers and causing more than 19,000 appointments and operations
to be cancelled and costing the National health service £20m between 12 May and 19 May and £72m
in the subsequent cleanup and upgrades to its IT systems. At the time of the attacks, the NHS was
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Verizon, Data Breach Investigation Report 2019,
breach-investigations-report.pdf

https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/2019-data-
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criticised for using outdated IT systems, including Windows XP, a 17 year-old operating system that
could be vulnerable to cyberattacks.
In Singapore a breach went on about a year between August 2017 and July 2018, causing a personal
data breach of 1.5 million SingHealth patients, including Prime Minister, while 160,000 of those had
their outpatient dispensed medicines’ records taken; it was caused by bad system management, a lack
of employee training (staff were unfamiliar with security policies) and other major flaws.
About the importance of a careful storage of devices and data and the need for regular backups, in
March 2019 two PCs with medical data of hundreds of patients were stolen from the ASL of Tricase
(in the province of Lecce, Italy). In particular, one of the two computers collected 2,300 cardiological
reports, while the second collected the data of 460 patients with heart failure, information of
indispensable and fundamental importance for patient care (Holter traces), sensitive data that had not
been saved in another part because they were waiting to be transferred to the centralized storage
system; the patients concerned were called back to take the exam again.
How the attacks on the IoMT world take place
The target of hackers in a hospital can be a wide variety of smart medical devices connected
to the internet and previously mentioned: one of these devices can be used by an attacker to enable a
backdoor in the hospital network and move through it propagating the attack on other connected
equipment such as X-ray equipment, image storage systems (PACS), blood gas analyzers, diagnostic
equipment (magnetic resonance imaging machines, etc.), therapeutic equipment (infusion pumps,
medical lasers and surgical machines), life support equipment and also wearable and implantable
devices. On the other hand, medical devices are closed systems and healthcare IT teams cannot access
internal software, so they depend on manufacturers to build and maintain security on those devices.
The main attack vector is ransomware which represents 85% of all healthcare related malware.
Ransomware is a type of malware that blocks access to data from an infected computer system and
requires the user to pay a ransom to remove the blockage. It is very simple to introduce ransomware
into the system: CryptoLocker, a fairly well-known ransomware, has been spread through infected
email attachments and through an existing botnet. WannaCry ransomware has paralyzed or shut down
hundreds of thousands of computers around the world and, consequently, has disabled connected
devices.
A denial-of-service attack is an attempt to make an information system or other network resource
unavailable to intended users. An example of an attack can be performed on a pacemaker: this device
incorporates two radio sections, one for exchanging data during hospital medical checks and another
for communicating with an external station to be kept near the patient's bed. This external station
transmits patient and pacemaker data to remote servers, usually located in a cloud, which then directs
the data to the doctor or hospital computer that follows the patient: the transmission channels are wifi connections, GSM or even SMS. An attacker could send a message over and over in order to
increase traffic and overload the data network and block the service: the pacemaker could remain in
an inactive state while constantly interacting with the device programmer, therefore if the patient
really needs an impulse to bring the heart rate back to normal, the pacemaker will not be able to do it
since it is busy responding to the attacker's messages. The same applies to an infusion pump or other
medical device.
Tampering with medical devices (hacking in wireless communication with IoMT device) can
threaten patient safety, for example by interfering with the therapy implemented by an implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD): this is an electrical device used in patients with risk of sudden cardiac
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death, surgically implanted subcutaneously in the pectoral region. As a pacemaker, ICD can be
equipped with remote monitoring, a service that is carried out by means of a monitor that the patient
installs at his home, and which allows the data contained in the device to be transmitted to the hospital
/ doctor of reference, including safety data (e.g. battery charge status, lead operation, etc.) and
diagnostic data (e.g. arrhythmic episodes, patient compensation status, presence of atrial fibrillation).
The data transmission takes place automatically from the device to the monitor (via encrypted
wireless connection) and from the latter, via GSM or wi-fi, to the central server which then makes
the information available to the doctor via the web. This function reduces the need for the patient to
check the operation of the defibrillator at the hospital and increases the timeliness of intervention in
case of significant events. The attacker can change the device settings or the diagnostic data to change
the behavior of the device during a cardiac event, without patient’s knowledge and cause an
electrostatic shock. In 2013, former U.S. Vice President Dick Cheney, who had five heart attacks in
the past, revealed he asked cardiologists to turn off the wireless function of his cardioverter
defibrillator, implanted in his chest, capable of sending information remotely, because it could
threaten his life through a hacker attack on the system that regulated it.
The following figure 10.5 lists the various active attacks that can be implemented on a
pacemaker/ICD that is connected to the internet:

Figure 10.5 Example of attacks on a pacemaker/ICD connected to the internet
(Source: Application of Internet of Things in Artificial Heart Pacemakers and its impact on Security, in International
Journal of Current Trends in Engineering & Research (IJCTER) – Volume 2, Issue 5; May 2016 – pp.604-610)
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Note that the U.S. Food and Drugs Administration, in 2017, ordered the recall of six types of cardiac
pacemakers implanted in 465,000 people because they had no protection against hackers. The same
mechanism can occur for other types of devices, such as an insulin pump.
There may be other attack vectors against medical devices, like theft of hospital equipment, insecure
software updates, etc. Other examples of cybersecurity incidents/serious incidents are described in a
document by the Medical Device Coordination Group of UE68 providing a representation of the
relationship between cybersecurity risk management and patient safety management.

10.5 Solutions to reduce Threats impact
To minimize risks and obtain efficient protection, it is necessary the contribute of all the
figures involved in the IoMT environment (see figure 10.6):
Industry (Manufacturers that develop medical devices/software);
Users (consumers and patients using a medical device);
Professionals (healthcare professional who use medical devices to diagnose and treat
patients);
Hospitals (healthcare and IT administrators responsible for systems, procedures and
processes in a health and medical service environment).

Figure 10.6 Contributes to the protection of IoMT environment
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

68

European Commission - Medical Device Coordination Group Guidance on Cybersecurity for medical devices - MDCG
201 9-16 - December 2019
https://ec.europa.eu/docsroom/documents/38941/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native
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Security measures for healthcare industry
Manufacturers must adopt a global approach to risk management in the whole life cycle of a
medical device, from design to development, from pre-market to obsolescence, including cyber
security risks. This approach must be an on-going activity that takes into account the concepts of
security by design (the product is designed to secure from scratch), secure development (adoption of
secure coding best practices), privacy by default (a product must protect the privacy of individuals by
default settings). Table 10.4 lists some examples of this type of security measures

Category
Risk management process

Technical considerations

Description
Global approach to risk management in the
whole life cycle of a medical device, from
design to development, from pre-market to
obsolescence, including cyber security risks.
Technical features

Physical considerations

Physical security features

Social considerations

Designing out or minimising socialengineering threats
Information regarding cyber security risks

Provision of information
for users
Continuous assessment of
cyber security risk

Review and updating of medical device cyber
security risk

Examples
Risk management strategies;
Application of standards;
Design architecture (security by design, secure
development, privacy by default);
Cyber security penetration testing;
operating platform security;
trusted access and content provision;
making devices patchable;
provision of anti-malware features.
Mechanical locks on devices and interfaces;
physically securing networks; waste
management (preventing capture of sensitive
paper-based information).
Phishing, impersonation, baiting, tailgating

Considering all cyber security events that
impacted o could impact on medical device
security and upgrading security and privacy
measures.

Table 10.4 Security measures for healthcare industry
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

Security measures for users (patients and consumers)
Patients and consumers using connected medical devices should:
• be fully informed about the potential cyber security risks these devices may expose them
to;
• take proactive actions to protect their devices and networks, and act responsibly.
Table 10.5 lists some examples of this type of security measures
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Category
Privacy

Authentication

Description
Home users should be aware of what content
they share online, both in public and private
forums
Use of passwords

Suspicious messaging

Treat any unexpected message with caution,
ensuring it is trusted before acting on any
information
contained
within
it.

Updates

Regularly updating applications associated
with medical devices (phone apps and
operating systems) and security software of
networks they are connected to (also home
networks if connected to)
Data and settings collected by medical
devices are to be regularly backed up so that
in the worst case the system can be recovered
and restarted
Tablets and mobile phones that are an
accessory to a medical device, assisting in
using the device or collecting data, can
directly affect the security of the medical
device.

Backups

Tablets and mobiles

Examples
Information that can lead to personal identification;

Strong passwords or passphrases;
change any default passwords on the device to a
secure and private password/passphrase.
Some devices communicate to a patient / consumer
via electronic messaging (e.g. text message, email,
chat function on web portal).
Regularly update computers and security software or
turn on automatic updates, as the most up-to-date
software will generally be the most secure.

Daily or automatic backups.

Turn on the security features of mobile devices (e.g.
password or PIN to unlock the device);
install reputable security software;
use the most up-to-date operating systems;
caution in using connected medical devices outside
home, using public wireless networks or internet
‘hotspots’ not trusted;
avoid sending or receiving sensitive information
while connected to public networks.

Table 10.5 Security measures for for users (patients and consumers)
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

Security measures for healthcare professional
Health and medical professionals should understand any cyber security risks associated with
the use of medical device and communicate risk to patients.
Table 10.6 lists some examples of this type of security measures
Category
Security reporting
Upskilling

Communication

Description
Report any potential cyber security issues with
medical devices to the competent authorities
Upskill on the safe and secure use of the
medical device, becoming familiar with the
associated cyber security risks
Communicating cyber security risk associated
with use of the device to patients

Examples

Cyber
security
risks;
maintenance of the security of the device;
action to do in the event of a suspected cyber
security breach or vulnerability.
Risks, potential consequences and clinical
implications associated with a medical device
software or firmware update;
solutions to eliminate or reduce risks.

Table 10.6 Security measures for healthcare professional
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)
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Most relevant security measure for hospitals
As in all complex environments, in particular for a critical infrastructure that manages health
services a risk management strategy must be developed and maintained, according to the appropriate
international standards. The primary goal will be to create an environment where cyber security risks
for patients are minimized. The strategy will need to be revised as new types and classes of connected
medical devices are added to the healthcare environment and new threats/vulnerabilities discovered.
Therefore, the IT security measures necessary and recommended in general for critical infrastructures
will not be further indicated while the most characteristic protection and security measures of a
healthcare environment will be listed in table 10.7.
Category
Risk management

Description
Global approach to risk management for the
most important IoT components in the
hospital. The primary goal is to develop an
environment where risk to patients is
minimised

Medical data and device
inventory

Inventory and risk profile of the current state
of data, application and connected medical
devices.

Cyber security training

General training to the whole medical staff

Physical security

Prevent unauthorised physical access to
medical device or network access points

Network traffic isolation
and control

Isolation of networks, applications, data
sources, medical devices and systems from
each other and network access controls, to
limit
and
secure
medical
device
communication;

Patch management

Ensure timely security patch update to
operating systems to remediate known
security vulnerabilities

User access authentication
and authorization
management
Updates

Only authenticated and authorised access to
network, software applications, devices

Backups

Daily or regular backups to maintain the
availability of critical data: in case of failure
or malfunction, data and settings collected by
medical devices can be recovered and
restarted.

Regularly updating applications associated
with medical devices

Examples
Policies;
roles and responsibilities;
risk assessment;
penetration test;
vulnerability assessment;
monitoring and intrusion detection.
Identify the assets, their interconnection or
connection to the Internet:
device name, purpose, location, criticality level;
software (versions, hardware, software and network
dependencies, wired/wireless communications,
external storage, input/output, network ports for
clinical
and
remote
service
use);
personnel (responsible for device security, primary
users of the device, vendor and maintenance
providers);
expected device life span (end-of-life procedure).
Create a culture of cyber security awareness,
vigilance and reporting, and regularly communicate
potential cyber security issues
Regulated and authenticated physical access via
suitable technical measures (badge/fingerprints);
use of segregated, secure areas with appropriate
access controls.
Network segmentation;
traffic filtering;
data encryption;
secure remote access (only when required);
isolation through applicable administrative,
physical, firewall, etc.;
isolation of the biomedical network from the
corporate IT network.
Avoid installing un-validated patches or making any
changes to the device configuration without explicit
instructions from the manufacturer as it could
compromise interoperability/compatibility.
User access policy;
authentication/authorization system;
multi-factor authentication.
Applications, software, computers, firmware within
routers and modems, etc;
turn on automatic updates.
Total or incremental backup, daily or periodic;
on-site or off-site backup (data is transferred
securely and encrypted from the hospital server to a
server located in another area).
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Application whitelisting

Approved/trusted programs are whitelisted to
prevent and control the execution of
unauthorised software

When the device connects, the security profile
allows communication only with a specific host,
reducing the communications allowed with the rest
of the infrastructure.

Address legacy devices

Appropriately secure legacy medical devices
as in general they were not produced with
security as a priority
Appropriate security controls to prevent
unauthorised code execution

Legacy devices should have their own dedicated and
protected network, isolated from general IT assets
and other medical devices.
Antivirus / anti-malware software;
firewall;VPN;
exclusive use of genuine software and ban of all
illegitimate
software
and
applications;
session management measures (e.g. session
timeouts);
policy and control of BYOD (Bring your own
device).
Provision (and periodic validation) of privileged
accounts only to those who need them.
Monitoring of IP traffic within the medical network
and on boundaries for malicious traffic or
connections;
use of intrusion detection systems to detect
malicious software and attacks;
use of intrusion prevention systems for automated
response to detected intrusions;
use of login analysis to detect stolen credentials
usage or improper access.

Malware protection

Restrict administrative
privileges
Monitoring

Limit powerful access to systems
Monitoring the internal and external
environment for threats and attacks to
medical devices

Table 10.7 Security measures for hospitals
(source: S. Bari, Lessons on Risk evaluation and data protection in healthcare environment, AY 2019-2020, University
Campus Bio-medico di Roma)

10.6 Guidance, regulations and standard
Regulations in EU
Regulation (EU) 2018/1807 of the European parliament and of the council of 14 November 2018
on a framework for the free flow of non-personal data in the European Union
Regulation (EU) 2017/745 of the European Parliament and of the Council on medical devices
Regulation (EU) 2017/746 of the European Parliament and of the Council on in vitro diagnostic
medical devices
These two regulations entered into force on 25 May 2017 replacing three EU directives and gradually
apply until May 2020 for medical devices and May 2022 for in vitro diagnostic medical devices. They
indicate the essential safety requirements for all medical devices that incorporate programmable
electronic systems and for the software that constitute medical devices.
At EU level, the following legislative acts are relevant to the cybersecurity of medical devices or to
operators dealing with protecting or processing of personal data stored in medical devices and might
apply in parallel to the Medical Devices Regulations:
• NIS Directive (provides legal measures to boost the overall level of cybersecurity in the EU);
• GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) regulates the processing by an individual, a
company or an organization of personal data relating to individuals in the EU.
Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning measures for
a high common level of security of network and information systems across the Union (NIS)
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Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data
(General Data Protection Regulation-GDPR)
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) OPINION 4/2015 - Towards a new digital
ethics – Data, Dignity and Technology
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party - Opinion 8/2014 on the on Recent Developments on
the Internet of Things
Guidance
ENISA, Smart Hospitals - Security and Resilience for Smart Health Service and Infrastructures,
november 2016
European Commission - Medical Device Coordination Group, Guidance on Cybersecurity for
medical devices, MDCG 201 9-16 - December 2019
The primary purpose of this document is to provide manufacturers with guidance on how to fulfil all
the relevant essential requirements of Annex I to the MDR and IVDR with regard to cybersecurity.
International Medical Devices Regulators, International Guidance on Medical Device
Cybersecurity,
Australian Government - Department of Health - Therapeutic Goods Administration, Medical
device cybersecurity guidance for industry, Version 1 .0, July 2019.
Australian Government - Department of Health - Therapeutic Goods Administration, Medical
device cybersecurity information for users, Version 1 .0, July 2019.
International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF), Medical Device Cybersecurity Guide
(under development)
Health Canada, Guidance document: Pre-market requirements for medical device cybersecurity,
June 2019
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), USA, National Cybersecurity Centre of
Excellence (NCCoE), cybersecurity practice guides for various industries, including healthcare: •
Securing Electronic Health Records on Mobile Devices • Securing Wireless Infusion Pumps
ECRI Institute, subscription based guidance documents (log in required): • Cybersecurity Risk
Assessment For Medical Devices • Cyber Threats Top ECRI Institute’s 2019 Health Technology
Hazards • Cybersecurity: The Essentials • Anti-Malware Software And Medical Devices: A Crash
Course In Protecting Your Devices From Cyber Attacks • Ransomware Attacks: How To Protect Your
Medical Device Systems
Food and Drug Administration, USA, Centre for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH),
guidance documents relevant for cybersecurity: • Content of Premarket Submissions for Management
of Cybersecurity in Medical Devices • Postmarket Management of Cybersecurity in Medical Devices
• Guidance for the Content of Premarket Submissions for Software Contained in Medical Devices •
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Cybersecurity for Networked Medical Devices Containing Off-the-Shelf Software • Medical Device
Data Systems, Medical Image Storage Devices, and Medical Image Communications Devices
Standards
IEC 62304 - Medical device software - Software life cycle processes
(In EU, it satisﬁes key requirements in the EU Medical Device Regulation).
IEC 82304-1 Health Software Part 1: General requirements for Product Safety
ISO/IEC 80001-1 Application of Risk Management for IT networks Incorporating Medical Devices
ISO/IEC 80001-5-1 Application of Risk Management for IT networks incorporating medical device
– Safety, effectiveness and security in the implementation and use of connected medical devices or
connected health software – Part 5-1: Activities in the product life-cycle.
IEC/TR 80001-2-2 Application of Risk Management for IT networks Incorporating Medical Devices
- Part 2-2: Guidance for the Disclosure and Communication of Medical Device Security Needs, Risks
and Controls
IEC/TR 80001-2-8 Application of risk management for IT-networks incorporating medical devices
– Part 2-8: Application guidance – Guidance on standards for establishing the security capabilities
identified in IEC TR 80001 -2-2
IEC/TR 60601-4-5 Medical Electrical Equipment – Part 4-5. Safety related technical security
specifications for medical devices.
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ANNEX to chapter 6 Approaches to IoT security by some
international organizations and bodies (Glauco Bertocchi, Alberto
Traballesi)
A6.1 ENISA
The European Union Agency for Network And Information Security (ENISA) documents have
a holistic approach because IoT is seen as a system of systems (eco-system). Each ecosystem has its
specification and ENISA provides someones.
ENISA proposes the definition of an IoT ecosystem composed of all assets (IoT devices,
communications, cloud, backend and services, use cases) that are organized to fulfil one or more
complex tasks in one or more sectors of the human society
The following document is one of the most relevant, it defines the Critical Communication
Infrastructure ecosystem. It does not consider industrial communication protocols, and certification
matters.
• ENISA “Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the context of Critical Information
Infrastructures (Nov 2017)
The following document is based on the previous one and is focused on the industrial environment,
it considers industrial protocols and relations among IoT and IIoT. It defines a new IoT ecosystem. It
follows the same schema as the previous one.
• ENISA “Good practices for Security of IoT in the context of Smart Manufacturing”,
November 2018
The following document is very instructive for IoT architecture. It provides some good useful
scenarios and references, like FOG computing by NIST
• ENISA Towards secure convergence of Cloud and IoT (Nov 2018)
The following document is very useful because it discusses the need for new and updated standards
in the field of IoT. It reports a set of significant examples of composed systems.
• ENISA IoT Security Standards Gap Analysis Mapping of existing standards against
requirements on security and privacy in the area of IoT (December 2018)
The following document starts from IoT in Smart Manufacturing and discusses problems related to
Persons, Processes and Technology. Relevance is done to liability in Smart Industry and there are
references to EU documents on IoT and AI impact.
• ENISA INDUSTRY 4.0 CYBERSECURITY: CHALLENGES &RECOMMENDATIONS (May
2019)

A6.2 NIST
The very initial interest of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for IoT can be
attributed to the following document that defines the components or primitives of the NoT (Network
of Things) to which IoT belongs.
•

NIST Special Publication 800-183 Networks of ‘Things’ July 2016

A relevant NIST document is the following, aimed to illustrate to federal agencies personnel in charge
of cybersecurity and privacy the risks related to IoT devices.
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•

NIST IR 8228 Considerations for Managing Internet of Things (IoT) Cybersecurity and
Privacy Risks (June 2019)

NIST documents aim to define an initial conceptual approach (model) and subsequent pragmatic
developments (scenarios and guidelines for the construction of secure IoT)
NIST’s focus is on IoT devices and their differences from IT equipment, this is a bottom-up approach
that does not consider the other components of the IoT ecosystem.
NIST approach is very pragmatic but effective because it formulates IoT security in terms of security
controls (SP 800-53 rev.5 draft) and Cybersecurity Framework that are well-known elements used in
IT security.
• NIST SP 800-53 rev5 Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and
Organizations (final public draft) (March 2020 last check) has been devised also to integrate
controls for IoT
The following document provides recommendations for the manufacturers for the implementation of
secure IoT devices.
• NIST IR 8259 “Recommendations for IoT Device Manufacturers: Foundational Activities
and Core Device Cybersecurity Capability Baseline (January 2020)”

A6.3 ISO
A search for Internet of Things in the International Standard Organization (ISO) website will
produce (March 2020) 169 documents that include standards, technical reports and other types of
documents. These results describe the efforts put by ISO on the subject but reveal also that there is
not a single approach, but the focus is different depending on the Subcommittee (SC) involved. In
synthesis it is quite clear that ISO is working on IoT as devices and not as an ecosystem. This approach
is coherent with ISO story that is aimed to issue standards for products and related industries.
The result of this point of view is a very complex picture that is not easy to comprehend and
has a lot of details that are of interest only for specialized readers.
In the following, we will focus on the production of Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC
1, Information technology
There are many ISO documents on IoT from different subcommittee (SC) under the
coordination of ISO/IEC JTC 1.
The SC41 “Internet of Things and related technologies” has been created to deal with IoT but the
matter is also under development from different SCs with different approaches.
SC41 is mainly focused on IoT sensor (network, reference architecture, testing, specialized sensors
(underwater acoustic, gas meter, power substations, Industrial IoT, etc.) There are general architecture
framework and interoperability documents.
The SC41 published 21 standards and 11 documents are under development. The documents
published (March 2020) from this SC are listed below
• ISO/IEC 19637:2016 [ISO/IEC 19637:2016] Information technology — Sensor network
testing framework
• ISO/IEC 20005:2013 [ISO/IEC 20005:2013] Information technology — Sensor networks —
Services and interfaces supporting collaborative information processing in intelligent sensor
networks
• ISO/IEC 20924:2018 [ISO/IEC 20924:2018] Information technology — Internet of Things
(IoT) — Vocabulary
• ISO/IEC 21823-1:2019 [ISO/IEC 21823-1:2019] Internet of things (IoT) — Interoperability
for internet of things systems — Part 1: Framework
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ISO/IEC TR 22417:2017 [ISO/IEC TR 22417:2017] Information technology — Internet of
things (IoT) use cases
• ISO/IEC 29182-1:2013 [ISO/IEC 29182-1:2013] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 1: General overview and
requirements
• ISO/IEC 29182-2:2013 [ISO/IEC 29182-2:2013] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 2: Vocabulary and
terminology
• ISO/IEC 29182-3:2014 [ISO/IEC 29182-3:2014] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 3: Reference architecture
views
• ISO/IEC 29182-4:2013 [ISO/IEC 29182-4:2013] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 4: Entity models
• ISO/IEC 29182-5:2013 [ISO/IEC 29182-5:2013] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 5: Interface definitions
• ISO/IEC 29182-6:2014 [ISO/IEC 29182-6:2014] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 6: Applications
• ISO/IEC 29182-7:2015 [ISO/IEC 29182-7:2015] Information technology — Sensor
networks: Sensor Network Reference Architecture (SNRA) — Part 7: Interoperability
guidelines
• ISO/IEC 30101:2014 [ISO/IEC 30101:2014] Information technology — Sensor networks:
Sensor network and its interfaces for smart grid system
• ISO/IEC 30128:2014 [ISO/IEC 30128:2014] Information technology — Sensor networks —
Generic Sensor Network Application Interface
• ISO/IEC 30140-1:2018 [ISO/IEC 30140-1:2018] Information technology — Underwater
acoustic sensor network (UWASN) — Part 1: Overview and requirements
• ISO/IEC 30140-2:2017 [ISO/IEC 30140-2:2017] Information technology — Underwater
acoustic sensor network (UWASN) — Part 2: Reference architecture
• ISO/IEC 30140-3:2018 [ISO/IEC 30140-3:2018] Information technology — Underwater
acoustic sensor network (UWASN) — Part 3: Entities and interface
• ISO/IEC 30140-4:2018 [ISO/IEC 30140-4:2018] Information technology — Underwater
acoustic sensor network (UWASN) — Part 4: Interoperability
The following are the documents under development (March 2020) by SC41
• ISO/IEC AWI 30142 [ISO/IEC NP 30142] Information technology — Underwater acoustic
sensor network (UWASN) — Network management system overview and requirements
• ISO/IEC AWI 30143 [ISO/IEC NP 30143] Information technology — Underwater acoustic
sensor network (UWASN) — Application profiles
• ISO/IEC AWI 30144 [ISO/IEC NP 30144] Information technology — Sensor network system
architecture for power substations
Information security, cybersecurity and privacy protection” is well known for its 27k series of
documents on information technology security. This subcommittee is working (March 2020) to the
following document focused on IoT security that is not yet issued.
•

Another SC (SC31 Automatic identification and data capture techniques) is working on different
aspects of IoT, mainly on identification and data capture. This SC issued 125 standards and is working
on 21 documents under development (mainly related to the usage of bar code and wireless identifier,
coding, data acquisition, etc.) The main document related to IoT produced or under development by
this SC is listed below
Subcommittee SC 6, Telecommunications and information exchange between systems is working
on future network and issued a document aimed to define the problem statement and requirements
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for the future network in the networking of everything, which would be the Internet of Things (IoT)
network aspects.by Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology. The
documents cover many aspects of networking and interconnection of objects like Smart Home
Device, the following is the reference to the first one. by Joint Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1,
Information technology OThe OASIS Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)Technical
Committee issued a document suited for IoT and M2M connections that has been adopted by Joint
Technical Committee ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information technology

A6.4 IEEE
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) is a professional association for
electronic engineering and electrical engineering (and associated disciplines) with its corporate office
in New York City and its operations centre in Piscataway, New Jersey.
The IEEE SA (Standards Association) platform is open to people and communities from around
the world working at every stage of technological development.
In 2015 IEEE SA engaged stakeholders in key regions of the world to create an IoT Ecosystem
Study. The study comprises three principal areas: Market, Technology, and Standards, along with an
examination of the role of academia and research and the importance of user acceptance. An executive
summary of the study is available from the IEEE website
In 2015 IEEE started a project IEEE P2413, Draft Standard for an Architectural Framework
for the Internet of Things Working Group. This draft standard defines an architectural framework
for the Internet of Things (IoT), including descriptions of various IoT domains, definitions of IoT
domain abstractions, and identification of commonalities between different IoT domains. The IEEE
website reports meetings from 2015 to 2018.
In 2019 IEEE sponsored an IoT World Forum 2019 (15-18 April 2019 – Limerick, Ireland).
The more relevant speeches can be found on the IEEE website.
The IEEE recognizes the value of IoT to industry and has several standards, projects and events
that are directly related to creating the environment needed for IoT.
A search for Internet of Things on the IEEE website gives more than 100 standards related to
IoT. They include communication protocols (from the well-known IEEE802 in all its declinations to
the fewer known standards for Distributed Resources Interconnected with Electric Power Systems)
IEEE is active in almost all fields where there are sensors, actuators and their means of
communication. In this sense it is active and is a big contributor to the efforts for developing the IoT
devices world and their applications.
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ANNEX to chapter 8 Criteria for an acceptable DPIA (Luigi Carrozzi)
(Source: Article 29 Data Protection Working Party - WP 248 rev.01 - Annex2 – Criteria for an
acceptable DPIA)
The WP29 proposes the following criteria which data controllers can use to assess whether or not a
DPIA, or a methodology to carry out a DPIA, is sufficiently comprehensive to comply with the GDPR:
1. a systematic description of the processing is provided (Article 35(7)(a)):
 nature, scope, context and purposes of the processing are taken into account (recital 90);
 personal data, recipients and period for which the personal data will be stored are
recorded;
 a functional description of the processing operation is provided;
 the assets on which personal data rely (hardware, software, networks, people, paper or
paper transmission channels) are identified;
 compliance with approved codes of conduct is taken into account (Article 35(8));
2. necessity and proportionality are assessed (Article 35(7)(b)):
 measures envisaged to comply with the Regulation are determined (Article 35(7)(d) and
recital 90), taking into account:
•

measures contributing to the proportionality and the necessity of the processing on
the basis of:
−
−
−
−

specified, explicit and legitimate purpose(s) (Article 5(1)(b));
lawfulness of processing (Article 6);
adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary data (Article 5(1)(c));
limited storage duration (Article 5(1)(e));

 measures contributing to the rights of the data subjects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

information provided to the data subject (Articles 12, 13 and 14);
right of access and portability (Articles 15 and 20);
right to rectify, erase, object, restriction of processing (Article 16 to 19 and 21);
recipients;
processor(s) (Article 28);
safeguards surrounding international transfer(s) (Chapter V);
prior consultation (Article 36).

3. risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects are managed (Article 35(7)(c)):
 origin, nature, particularity and severity of the risks are appreciated (cf. recital 84) or,
more specifically, for each risk (illegitimate access, undesired modification, and
disappearance of data) from the perspective of the data subjects:
•

risks sources are taken into account (recital 90);
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•
•
•

potential impacts to the rights and freedoms of data subjects are identified in case of
illegitimate access, undesired modification and disappearance of data;
threats that could lead to illegitimate access, undesired modification and
disappearance of data are identified;
likelihood and severity are estimated (recital 90);

 measures envisaged to treat those risks are determined (Article 35(7)(d) and recital 90);
4. interested parties are involved:
 the advice of the DPO is sought (Article 35(2));
 the views of data subjects or their representatives are sought (Article 35(9)).
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